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Abstract

The inclusive jet cross section, the dijet cross section, and the dijet longitudinal
double spin asymmetry ALL in polarized proton-proton collisions at V/ = 200 GeV
are measured with a data sample of 5.4 pbm collected with the STAR detector during
RHIC Run-6. The inclusive cross section is measured as a function of jet transverse
momentum PT in the range of 10 < PT < 60 GeV in the mid-rapidity region |r71 < 0.8.
The results are in agreement with QCD NLO predictions. The dijet cross section and
the dijet ALL are measured as a function of dijet mass Mj in the range of 25 < Mjj <
100 GeV. The dijet cross section is in agreement with QCD NLO predictions. The
dijet ALL is compared with QCD NLO predictions based on various parametrizations
of polarized gluon distributions of the proton. The results are inconsistent with
large gluon polarization and expected to lead to a constrain on the polarized gluon
distribution.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Spin in Static Constituent Quark Model of the Proton

In a model of the proton, the proton is composed of three stationary massive quarks,

each of which weighs approximately one third of the proton mass. This model, called

the static constituent quark model, is the simplest model of the proton. It can correctly

reproduce many properties of the proton from the quantum numbers of the three

quarks. For example; the charge of the proton is the sum of the charge of the three

quarks; the isospin of the proton is a spin sum of the isospin of the three quarks;

the magnetic moment of the proton is approximately equal to the expectation value

of the sum of the magnetic momentum operators of the three quarks for the totally

antisymmetric three quark state.

The static constituent quark model, however, incorrectly attributes the proton

spin to the spin of the three quarks. In this model, the quarks are in the s-wave

state and possess no orbital angular momentum; the spin of the proton is equal to a

spin sum of the spin of the three quarks, i.e., the fraction of the proton spin carried

by the quark spin (E) is one: E = 1. This model prediction has been disproved by

experimental results.
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Polarized Deep Inelastic Scattering and "Spin Crisis"

Deep inelastic scattering (DIS) is largely used to probe the structure of the proton. It

is a scattering of leptons from hadrons in the kinematic region in which the scattering

can be considered as a process in which the leptons strike almost free partons, namely,

almost free quarks. In polarized deep inelastic scattering (pDIS), the spin states of

both initial leptons and initial hadrons are polarized.

In 1988, by using pDIS, the European Muon Collaboration (EMC) reported that

the fraction of the proton spin carried by the quark spin is small; E = 0.14 t 0.9t 0.21

[1], contradicting the static constituent quark model. This contradiction is referred

to as "spin crisis." More recent result from the COMPASS experiment shows a larger

value; E = 0.33 ± 0.03 t 0.05 [2], but it holds that the quark spin carries a small

fraction of the proton spin.

Spin in Relativistic Constituent Quark Model of the Proton

The prediction of the static constituent quark model, E = 1, is altered when the

motion of the quarks is taken into account. Quarks inside the proton are not as

massive or stationary as hypothesized in the static constituent quark model. On the

contrary, their mass is tiny, less than 1% of the proton mass, and their motion is

highly relativistic; a large fraction of the proton mass is due to the kinetic energy

of the quarks. Relativistic motion of a quark obeys the Dirac equation, solutions

to which in a spherical potential of a proton model indicate the orbital motion of

the quark. In relativistic constituent quark models, about 35% of the proton spin is

carried by the orbital motion of the quarks, and the quark spin contributes about

65% of the proton spin, i.e., E ~ 0.65, which however still contradicts the measured

value.

Quantum Chromodynamics and Gluon Spin

In relativistic constituent quark models, the motion of quarks is considered, whereas

the dynamics of quarks is ignored. The strong interaction, the dynamic force that
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binds quarks into protons, is described by a quantum gauge field theory, quantum

chromodynamics (QCD). In QCD, the strong interaction is mediated by gluons, vector

bosons of the theory, and the charge of the strong interaction is called color, which

takes one of three values. QCD has a distinctive feature called asymptotic freedom.

It is a property in which the coupling of the strong interaction is strong at a large

momentum scale and weak at a small momentum scale.

QCD allows the gluon spin to share the proton spin with the quark spin. The

quark spin contribution is proportional to the expectation value of quark axial-vector

current operators for the proton state. In general, an axial-vector current is not

conserved in the presence of vector fields, in this case gluons, unless the gauge invari-

ance is abandoned. This feature, called axial anomaly, permits that the gluon spin

contribution to the proton spin, AG, to have a non-zero value.

Polarized Deep Inelastic Scattering and AG

Because leptons do not directly couple with gluons, polarized deep inelastic scattering

is not as sensitive to AG as it is to E. Even so, dynamics of the gluons slightly

influence deep inelastic scattering in a form of the Q2-evolution. Several analyses

have been carried out to extract AG from the Q2-evolution. However, since the Q2_

evolution is slow and the present pDIS data cover a limited range of Q2, AG is little

constrained from the existing pDIS data [3, 4, 5, 6, 7].

Although gluons are not involved in leading order processes in DIS, they are in

some higher order processes. Such processes can be detected by observing some of

the hadrons in final states simultaneously with scattered leptons, semi-inclusive deep

inelastic scattering (SIDIS). AG has been somewhat restricted by polarized SIDIS

[8, 9, 10, 11].

AG and Polarized Proton-Proton Collisions at RHIC

In proton-proton collisions, on the other hand, gluons participate in leading order

processes. The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) in the Brookhaven National
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Laboratory is the world first polarized proton-proton collider, which has been in op-

eration since 2000. The spin program at RHIC, RHIC-Spin, aims to probe the spin

structure of the proton, in particular gluons, and determine AG by using polarized

proton-proton collisions.

Parton-level Kinematics and Dijets

Probing the proton structure with proton-proton collisions is more complicated than

with deep inelastic scattering in the sense that it is more difficult to determine the

kinematics of parton-level interactions. In two-particle-to-two-particle interactions in

which the momenta of the two initial particles are on the fixed axis, the momenta of

the four particles are determined if the momenta of one initial particle and one final

particle or the momenta of the two final particles are known.

In DIS, kinematics of parton-level interactions can be always determined since the

momenta of initial and final leptons are known; the initial momenta of the leptons

are fixed by beam energy, and the final momenta of the leptons can be measured.

In proton-proton collisions, however, the initial momenta of partons are not fixed

by beam energy. Therefore, the momenta of both final particles are needed to deter-

mine the kinematics of parton-level interactions. When final states of the parton-level

interactions are quarks or gluons, they are subject to confinement; these final state

particles fragment into many hadrons and can be observed as jets of particles. The

way to determine the kinematics of parton-level interaction is to measure two jets in

final states, dijets, and estimate the momenta of the partons from properties of the

dijets.

Jets and the STAR Detector

The STAR detector is installed at one of the two locations at which RHIC can collide

longitudinally polarized protons. The STAR detector is well suited for a measurement

of jets. It has full-azimuth calorimeter which measures the energy and the momentum

directions of neutral particles, and tracking devices which measure the momenta of
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charged particles. Jets can be reconstructed from data collected with the calorimeter

and the tracking devices.

Double Longitudinal Spin Asymmetry ALL

The double longitudinal spin asymmetry ALL is an asymmetry of the cross sections

in polarized proton-proton collisions with the parallel and anti-parallel initial polar-

ization states. ALL, which is sensitive to AG, is primary quantity to measure to

investigate the spin structure of the proton.



Part I

Spin Physics

and

the STAR Experiment
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Gluon Polarization in the Proton

The proton spin can be carried by the spin and the orbital motion of the quarks and

the gluons:
1 1

-= +AG+Lq+Lg,
2 2

where E, AG, Lq, and L9 are the contributions from the quark spin, the gluon spin, the

orbital motion of the quarks, and the orbital motion of the gluons, respectively. The

quark spin contribution E has been measured by polarized deep inelastic scattering; a

recent result is E = 0.33 ± 0.03 ± 0.05 [2]. The quark spin contributes only a fraction

of the proton spin.

The primary object of the RHIC-Spin program is to measure the gluon spin con-

tribution AG. The gluon's contribution AG is the first moment of the polarized gluon

distribution function Ag(x):

1
AG = JAg(x)dx.

The polarized gluon distribution is the difference between the parton distributions

for gluons with the spin parallel and anti-parallel to the spin of the proton:

Ag(x, Q2) = g+(x, Q2) - g-(, Q2). (2.1)
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AG can be experimentally measured by constraining Ag(x).

In longitudinally polarized proton-proton collisions, the longitudinal double spin

asymmetry ALL is defined as the ratio of the difference and the sum of the cross

sections for parallel and anti-parallel initial spin states as follows:

ALL = +
o (o-+ +a--) + (o+ -)

where the superscripts ± of the cross sections ui indicate the spin states of the

two colliding protons. ALL is the primary quantity to measure as this quantity is

sensitive to the polarized gluon distribution of the proton. In the framework of the

QCD factorization, ALL can be interpreted as:

ZJdx1 Jdx 2Afi(Xi, Q2 )Af (X2, Q2)&LL& (cOS 9*)

ALL = i',(.2
dx dx2i (Zi, Q 2 )fy(2, Q 2 &( *)

Parton-level cross section &(cos 0*) and spin asymmetry LL (cos 9*) can be calculated

with perturbative QCD. Unpolarized parton distributions fA(x 2 , Q2) are well measured

by unpolarized experiments. When ALL is measured, polarized parton distributions

Af,(x 1 , Q2) are related to known quantities in the formula.

It is important to verify if ALL can be interpreted in the framework of the QCD

factorization. This can be done by the cross section:

S= dxi J dx 2fi(Xi, Q2 )f (x2, Q2)&(cos 9*). (2.3)

RHS of the formula is the convolution of known and calculable quantities. Therefore,

this formula can be tested by comparing with measured cross sections.

ALL was first measured in a target experiment at FNAL [12]. At RHIC, since the

first longitudinally polarized proton-proton collision in 2002, ALL has been rigorously

measured in the PHENIX and STAR experiments for various final states at a wide

range of rapidity at /s = 62 and 200 GeV [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. In the early stage of the



experiment, in which the luminosity and polarization were limited, ALL was measured

primarily for final states which are copiously produced in the collisions, e.g., inclusive

jets, inclusive pions. While PHENIX has its advantage in measuring neutral pions

with its highly segmented (Alr x Ap = 0.01 x 0.01) electromagnetic calorimeter, STAR

has strength in measuring jets because of its full azimuth electromagnetic calorimeter

and tracking device.

The inclusive jet ALL measured with the STAR detector is one of the results

from RHIC that put a constraint on AG. Figure 2-1 shows ALL for inclusive jet

production in polarized proton-proton collisions at V/Is = 200 GeV at the mid-rapidity

-0.7 < 7 < 0.9. The data were collected with the STAR detector during RHIC Run-

6. The impact of the value of AG was quantitatively evaluated within the frame

ALL : 2006 STAR Preliminary
0.1 - GRSV-std -. - - --

- GRSV Ag=g ,

- - -GRSV Ag=0

0.08 - GRSV Ag=-g 00
- - GS-C

0.06/

0.04-

0.02V--

0 L

-0.02 - Online polarization

10 15 20 25 30 35
pT (GeVfc)

Figure 2-1: Longitudinal double spin asymmetry ALL for inclusive jet production
in polarization proton-proton collisions at Vs = 200 GeV measured
with the STAR detector. The data were collected during RHIC Run-
6. The vertical bars show the statistical. The gray boxes show the
systematic uncertainties. The curves show NLO calculations based
on the GRSV and GS-C polarized parton distributions.
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work of the GRSV parametrization. The probed range of x was 0.02 < x < 0.3. The

results exclude AG < -0.7 and AG > 0.2 and with C.L. 90%.

In the analysis of the inclusive jet ALL mentioned above, a range of possible AG

is estimated by comparing the data with theoretical predictions calculated based on

existing models of the polarized parton distributions. The converse of this, determin-

ing polarized parton distributions based on which a theoretical calculation reproduces

measured asymmetries, can more directly address the spin structure of proton.

The principle of a global analysis of polarized parton distributions is the following.

At some initial scale po, flexible forms of parametrized functions are assumed to de-

scribe the polarized parton distributions. The Q2-evolution of the assumed polarized

parton distributions can be calculated by perturbative QCD to the scale of each data

point. Then, experimentally measurable quantities such as ALL can be calculated

by perturbative QCD with the polarized parton distributions at the energy scale of

the data points. Some statistic such as x 2 , which quantifies a goodness of fit, is as-

signed to each data point by comparing measured values and the calculated values.

Polarized parton distributions can be determined by finding the parameters of the

functions which can reproduce a set of measurable quantities that fit experimental

data.

Figure 2-2 shows models of the polarized parton distributions from three working

groups: GRSV, GS, and DSSV.

In the figure, fifteen models of the polarized gluon distribution from GRSV [4] are

shown. GRSV STD was obtained so as to fit polarized DIS data. The polarized gluon

distribution is obtained from the Q2 evolutions of the polarized quark distributions.

However, since the Q2 evolutions are only logarithmic and slow, the uncertainty on

GRSV STD is very large. GRSV provides three extreme models of the polarized

gluon distributions, GRSV MAX, GRSV MIN, GRSV ZERO, which have the inputs:

Ag = g, -g, 0, respectively at the scale of 0.4 GeV. These three extreme models also

well describe pDIS data. Series of GRSV have the same functional form as GRSV

STD but have different first moments.



GS-C [3] determined from the structure function g1 (x, Q2) measured by polarized

DIS. They provide three polarized gluon distributions which equally well reproduce

the pDIS data. One of the three models GS-C has distinctive shape with large gluon

polarization in low-x.

DSSV [18] incorporates ALL for neutral pions from Phenix and ALL for inclusive

jets from STAR. It is found that Ag(x, Q2) is small in the range of x probed by

Phenix and STAR.

Gluon Distribution Functions of the Proton

0.4

~0.0

-0.2

-0.4 - RVG-.5

-- DSSV -
GRSV STD

GRSV Ag = g
- -NW -V -P GRSV Ag =0

GRSVAG=-0.154

GRSVAG = -0.

GRV G -. 4

-0.6 GRSV AG =-0.75 - GRSV AG =0.8 I
-- GRSV AG =-0.9 GRSV AG= 0.45

- GRSV AG =-1.05 GRSV AG= 0.3

it -02 0.1

Figure 2-2: Models of polarized gluon distributions of the proton [18, 4, 3].
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Chapter 3

RHIC

The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [19], located in the Brookhaven National

Laboratory (BNL), Upton, NY, is a polarized proton-proton collider with the center of

mass energy up to 500 GeV. Its design luminosity is 2 x 1032 cm-2 s- 1 at 500 GeV and

the design polarization is 70%. Its primary goal as a polarized proton collider is to

probe the spin structure of the protons, and in particular, to understand how gluons

and (anti-)quarks in protons form the proton spin. RHIC has another operational

mode: heavy ion mode. Its main purpose in this mode is to create and observe a

quark-gluon plasma (QGP), a high temperature, high density QCD phase in which

quarks and gluons are deconfined from hadrons.

This chapter describes RHIC as a polarized proton-proton collider, including a

brief history, the layout of the accelerator complex, the proton beam path, devices

need to maintain and measure the polarization, and the beam bunch structure.

fiS 50 ~ 500 GeV
Luminosity 2 x 103 2 cm-2s-1 for ,F = 500 GeV
Polarization 70%

Table 3.1: RHIC polarized proton mode design parameters
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Figure 3-1: Layout of the RHIC accelerator complex.



A Brief History of RHIC

RHIC was built in an existing empty tunnel originally dug to host the cancelled

project ISABEL. RHIC was first proposed in 1984 and the construction began in

1991. The first collision was gold-gold in 2000 (Run-1). The first polarized proton

collision was in 2001 (Run-2). The subsequent polarized proton runs are summarized

in Table 3.2. The 200 GeV proton-proton collision data from Run-6 are used in this

thesis. Run-6 is briefly summarized in section 5.1.

Run fi [GeV] f £dt[pb-1]a Polarizationb

Run-2 200 0.47 14%
Run-3 200 2.5 34%
Run-4 200 3.2 46%
Run-5 200 12.7 46%

Run-6 200 44.9 58%
62 0.325 50%

Run-8 200 19.2 44%

Run-9 500 52.6 56%
200 53.5 34%

a Delivered luminosity at STAR
b Average polarization

Table 3.2: RHIC polarized proton-proton runs

The Layout of the RHIC Accelerator Complex

RHIC consists of two 3,833 m circumference rings, "Yellow" and "Blue" with six

interaction points (IPs). The beam circulates counterclockwise in the Yellow ring

and clockwise in the Blue ring. The layout of the accelerator complex is represented

in Figure 3-1. The IPs are located at the 12, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 o'clock positions of

the RHIC rings. The STAR detector is installed at the 6 o'clock position. Two

other experiments, Phenix and BRAHMS, are conducted at the 8 o'clock and the

2 o'clock positions, respectively. The PHOBOS experiment was located at the 10

o'clock position.
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The Polarized Proton Source

The polarized proton beam starts from the optically pumped polarized ion source

(OPPIS) [20]. OPPIS produces 500 pA of polarized H~ ions in a 300 ps pulse. In

OPPIS, when protons are passed through an optically pumped alkali-metal vapor,

the protons capture polarized electrons and become hydrogen atoms with polarized

electrons. Then, in a weak magnetic field, the protons of the hydrogen atoms become

polarized by the hyperfine interaction with the polarized electrons. The hydrogen

atoms are again passed through an alkali-metal vapor and capture electrons and

become H- ions.

The Polarized Proton Beam Path

The polarized proton beam takes the following path. Produced by OPPIS, the po-

larized H- ions are accelerated by a RFQ (Radio Frequency Quadrupole) magnet and

200 MHz LINAC to 200 MeV. Then, the electrons are stripped and the polarized

protons are injected in the AGS Booster, where the polarized proton beam is accel-

erated up to 2.465 GeV. The beam continues to be accelerated up to 24.3 GeV in the

AGS (Alternating Gradient Synchrotron) and then transferred into the RHIC rings.

RHIC accelerates the polarized protons up to their final energy and collides them at

the IPs.

Siberian Snakes and the Partial Snake

The protons are highly polarized (85-90%) when they are produced by OPPIS. The

polarization needs to be maintained along the beam path during the acceleration to

the collisions. To maintain the polarization, two Siberian Snakes [21] in each RHIC

ring and one partial snake [22] in the AGS ring are installed. These snakes rotate the

spin orientation of the polarized protons so that the depolarising resonance conditions

can never be met.



Polarimeter

The proton beam polarization is measured by two types of polarimeter: a pC CNI

polarimeter and a polarized H jet polarimeter [231. The pC CNI polarimeter can

measure the polarization in short periods of time because of the large cross section

and large asymmetry of the pC elastic scattering in the Coulomb-Nuclear Interference

(CNI) region. With the pC CNI polarimeter, the polarization is measured several

times within a fill, which typically lasts for many hours. Each measurement takes

less than 2 minutes to reach a statistical accuracy of about ±2%. The polarized H

jet polarimeter, on the other hand, offers more precise measurement. It is used to

measure the absolute value of the polarization and calibrate the pC CNI polarimeter.

Spin Rotators

The protons are transversely polarized when they are produced and accelerated and

when they circulate the RHIC rings. RHIC has spin rotators at both sides of the

IPs for both rings at the 6 o'clock and 8 o'clock positions. These spin rotators allow

STAR and PHENIX to collect data in longitudinally polarized proton collisions as

well as transversely polarized proton collisions.

Beam Bunches

During Run-6, 120 RF buckets were used to hold beam bunches. The bunches are

numbered from 0 to 119. Typically, the last nine buckets were unfilled for beam

abortion. Those buckets are called abort gaps. Other unfilled buckets are kicked

bunches, which were filled normally, but kicked transversely after injection in order

to enhance the betatron oscillations used to diagnose beam characteristics. In Run-6,

the first Yellow bunch crossed with the first Blue bunch at 4 o'clock position. Thus,

at STAR, the Yellow bunch 0 crossed with the Blue bunch 80. The BBC coincidence

rates, which is described in section 4.4, per bunch crossing for a particular run are

plotted in Figure 3-2. The bunch crossings at STAR is also numbered, with the order
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Figure 3-2: BBC coincidence rates per bunch crossing.

defined by the Yellow beam. For example, the bunch crossing between the Yellow

bunch 0 and the Blue bunch 80 is called bunch crossing 0.

Spin Patterns

While the polarization of proton bunches alternate in the Blue ring (+ - + - + -

+ - ---), the polarization of proton bunch pairs alternate in the Yellow ring (+ +

- - + + - -- ). As a consequence, data in all four combinations of the polarization

of collisions ((++), (+-), (-+), (--), - - -) can be collected in a single run, which

reduces systematic errors that would occur if different polarization data were collected

in different runs.
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The STAR Detector

STAR, the Solenoidal Tracker At RHIC, was built to measure wide varieties of nu-

clear interactions occurring at high energy heavy ion collisions and polarized proton

collisions. Figure 4-1 shows the cross sectional view of the STAR detector.

The STAR interaction point (IP) is located at the 6 o'clock position of the RHIC

ring. At this IP, the Yellow beam comes from the west and the Blue beam comes

from the east (Figure 3-1). The STAR coordinate system has its origin at the center

of the IP. The z-axis is along the beam line pointing to the west side. The y-axis

points up and the x-axis points outward from the RHIC ring (south).

This chapter describes the detector subsystems relevant to the measurements

presented in this thesis: the Time Projection Chamber (TPC), the Barrel Electro-

magnetic Calorimeter (BEMC), the Solenoidal magnets, and the Beam-Beam Coun-

ters (BBC).
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Figure 4-1: The STAR detector
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4.1. Time Projection Chamber (TPC)

4.1 Time Projection Chamber (TPC)

The Time Projection Chamber (TPC) [24] is the primary tracking system of the STAR

detector. It has a cylindrical shape operated within a solenoidal magnetic field. Its

acceptance is Irl| < 1.8 with full azimuth. Recording tracks of the charged particles,

it provides the momentum measurements over a range from 100 MeV to 30 GeV and

particle identification for the particles with a momentum range from 100 MeV to 1

GeV. In this thesis, the particle momenta measured with TPC are used while the

particle identifications are not.

The TPC is a type of gaseous ionization detector that provides a three dimensional

image of the charged particle's tracks. When the charged particles pass through

TPC, they ionize the gas atoms filled there and remove the electrons from the atoms.

These electrons drift in the uniform electric field, along the z-axis, towards multiwire

proportional chambers (MWPC) at the end caps. The projections of the tracks on

the x-y plane are measured by the positions in the MWPC that the drifting electrons

hit, and the z-directions of the tracks are measured by the drift time.

The chamber is divided into half by the central membrane (CM). The central

membrane is the cathode at -28 kV. The grounds are located 2.1 m away from the

membrane at both ends. The central membrane, ground planes, inner field cage

(IFC), and outer field cages (OFC) form a conducting structure that defines a uniform

electric field of 134 V/m. The electric field is parallel to the magnetic fields, which

prevents the drifting electrons from diffusing.
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Figure 4-2: The time projection chamber
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4.2 Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter (BEMC)

The Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter (BEMC) is the primary calorimeter at mid-

rapidity [25]. It is a cylindrical annulus which surrounds the TPC. The inner radius

and outer radius are 223.5 mm and 262.999 mm, respectively. The BEMC covers

|H| < 1 with full azimuth and has a depth of about twenty radiation lengths (20Xo)

at 7 = 0. The BEMC measures the position and energy of the incident particles. It

is a fast detector and is used to trigger high-pT events.

The BEMC is built from 120 modules: 60 modules on the west side and 60 modules

on the east side. Each module covers 0.1 in p and 1 in 7. The BEMC is a sampling

calorimeter with the innermost layer consisting of a plastic scintillator. Subsequent

layers alternate between lead and plastic scintillators for 20 layers each. The first two

plastic scintillator layers are 6 mm thick. The rest of 19 plastic scintillator layers and

all the lead layers are 5 mm thick. Shower maximum detectors (SMD) are installed

between the 5th lead layer and the 6th scintillator layer.

Each module contains forty calorimeter towers: two in the o direction and 20 in

the y direction. The BEMC has 4,800 (=120 x 40) towers in total. Each tower covers

AL\ x A\p = 0.05 x 0.05. The towers are projective towards the IP.
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Figure 4-3: The Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter (BEMC)
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Figure 4-5: The geometry of the calorimeter towers in a BEMC module
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4.3 Solenoidal Magnet

The magnet subsystem provides the TPC with a near uniform magnetic field [26].

Its operation range is 0.25 < |Bz| < 0.5 T. This thesis uses data collected in a 0.5 T

operation. The magnet subsystem consists of current-carrying aluminum coils and a

steel structure.

There are three types of coils: main coils, space trim coils, and pole-tip trim coils.

The main coils and the space trim coils have inter radius 2.65 m and outer radius 3

m. Main coils are thicker (0.45 m) than the space trim coils (0.23 m). Both the space

trim and pole-tip trim coils were tuned to improve the uniformity of the magnetic

field to a few percent.

The steel structure supports the coil and provides a return path for the manetic

flux. This steel structure is in the form of thirty backlegs that surround the main

coil and space trim coils. At the both ends of the backlegs are inner rings and outer

rings. The inner diameters of the pole-tips have a conical shape at ir/j = 2. The entire

detector and magnet assembly is supported on two cradles, located at the east and

west ends.
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Figure 4-6: The solenoidal magnet subsystem.
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4.4 Beam-Beam Counters (BBC)

The Beam-Beam Counters (BBC) [27] are scintillator annuli of large and small hexag-

onal tiles, installed 3.7 m east and west along the beam line from the IP. Their

acceptance is approximately 3.3 < 1r11 < 5.0.

Figure 4-7: The Beam-Beam Counters (BBC)

The BBCs are used to trigger minimum bias (MINB) events. The MINB condition

is a coincidence between the east BBC and the west BBC. The cross section of the

MINB events is [28]

UMB = 26.1 ± 2.0 mb. (4.1)

The MC simulation estimates that 87% ± 8% of non-singly diffractive collisions cause

the MINB trigger [27].

The coincidence has some allowed time difference. This difference is measured as
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4-bit values called timebin. There are fifteen timebins, which roughly corresponds to

the vertex position of the events. The vertex distributions for each timebin are shown

in Figure 5-10.
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Chapter 5

Event Selection

The data presented in this thesis were collected during RHIC Run-6, which is briefly

summarized in Section 5.1. Data from 293 STAR runs in 37 RHIC fills were selected

for this thesis (Section 5.2). Section 5.3 to Section 5.5 show integrated luminos-

ity, relative luminosity, and polarization for those runs. Events were selected based

on triggers, timebins, and vertices for the cross section measurements. Section 5.6

describes triggers. Section 5.7 discusses timebins and vertices.

5.1 Summary of RHIC Run-6

RHIC Run-6 [29] started in February 2006 and ended in June 2006. Run-6 was

entirely dedicated to polarized proton collisions. In Run-6, RHIC ran at four different

beam energies: two for data collection and two for machine development. STAR

and PHENIX collected data in the collisions at fi = 200 GeV and 62.4 GeV for

physics analyses. BRAHMS collected data in 62.4 GeV collisions. In addition to

physics runs, RHIC carried out machine development runs at very low energy (23

GeV), which is lower than the design value, and high energy (500 GeV). STAR and

PHENIX participated in the 500 GeV development runs as well.

In Run-6, RHIC was in the 200 GeV mode for twelve weeks. After a short period

of development runs with Run-5 trigger configurations, STAR started collecting data
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Figure 5-1: The BBC coincidence rates during Run-6.
STAR run.

I -

June 1, 2006

Each dot represents a

with longitudinally polarized collisions. The orientation of the polarization changed

twice: once to transverse and once back to longitudinal. Thereafter the collision

energy changed to 62 GeV. Figure 5-1 shows the BBC coincidence rates, which are

proportional to luminosity, during Run-6.

The data sample used in this thesis were collected during the second longitudinal

period, in particular during the 37 RHIC fills listed in Figure 5-2. A typical fill lasted

approximately eight hours, and was normally terminated by aborting the beams to

beam dumps. A few fills ended with unplanned events such as magnet quenches or

requests from the experiments. The STAR data collection was divided into several

runs, the STAR runs, each of which was typically about 30 to 40 minutes long when

it was successful. As an example, Figure 5-3 shows the start and end time of the

STAR runs in one particular successful fill.
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Figure 5-2: The RHIC fills in the second longitudinal period of Run-6.
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Figure 5-3: The start and end time of the STAR runs during the RHIC fill 7886.
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5.2 Selection of 293 STAR Runs

During the second longitudinal period, 1,713 runs were marked successful online,

among which 1,109 runs were data collections for physics analyses. The other runs

addressed development and maintenance purposes such as machine tests, pedestal

measurements, and calibrations. Among the 1,109 runs, 553 runs were in the ppPro-

ductionLong trigger setup, which was the primary trigger setup for the data collection

in the second longitudinal period. After discarding very short runs (less than one

minute), there were a total of 449 runs left in the ppProductionLong trigger setup.

Global Setup Name

ppProductionJPsi
ppProductionLongNoEmc
ppProductionLong
ppProductionTransNoEMC
ppProductionTransFPDonly
ppProduction Trans
barrelBackground
ppProduction
pp2006MinBias
OldPPProduction
minbiasSetup

Development

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

31
266

Table 5.1: The numbers of the runs in the global run trigger setups for physics
data collection and the run periods. There were many other setups
for development and maintenance.

Data from 293 runs were selected for this thesis. The data from those runs passed

quality assurance (QA) and contain all necessary information for the cross section and

the ALL measurements. The cross section measurements and the ALL measurements

have different requirements for data contents and quality; the runs that meet both

criteria are used in the analyses. The following QA tests were conducted.

1st
Long.

0
0
0
0
0
0

27
423
139

0
0

Trans.

0
0
0

54
25

591
44
0

105
0
0

2nd
Long.

38
49

449
0
0
0

36
0

108
0
0



After jet reconstruction (described in Chapter 6), the distri-

butions of run average of various jet properties such as mul-

tiplicity, jet PT were examined and outliers were rejected.

BBC coincidence

Spin pattern

Polarization

BBC coincidences were counted with twelve VME his-

togramming modules (the STAR scaler boards) in time se-

ries. Various distributions of the BBC coincidence rates

were examined and outlier were rejected. The BBC coin-

cidence counts were used to determine timebins of events,

luminosity and relative luminosity of runs. The runs with

reliable BBC coincidence rates were used in the analyses.

The runs in the RHIC fills for which the spin patterns were

uniquely and unambiguously determined were selected.

The runs

measured

in the RHIC fills for which the polarization was

were selected.

5.3 Luminosity for 293 STAR Runs

The integrated luminosity for the 293 runs selected in the previous section was calcu-

lated from the number of the MINB events and the MINB cross section. The MINB

condition and the MINB cross section are given in Section 4.4. The number of the

recorded MINB events for the 293 runs is

NC orded = 248997. (5.1)

The average prescale factor for those runs is

(PSMB) = 565407.3.

5.3. Luminosity for 293 STAR Runs

Jets

(5.2)
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The product Nordea. (PSMB) gives the total number of the MINB events:

Ntriggered - N corded - (PSMB)

From the values in (4.1), (5.1), and (5.2), the integrated luminosity for the 293 runs

Nrecorded . (PgMB _

£dt = MB MB = 5.39 ± 0.41
0-MB

pb- 1.

This value was used in the cross section measurements.

5.4 Relative Luminosity for 293 STAR Runs

Relative luminosities are ratios of luminosities for different spin states of the proton

beams. Six of them are defined as follows:

L---- + L-+ R4 C

L=

where t indicates the spin states of the proton beam; the Yellow beam first and the

Blue beam last. The relative luminosities were measured by the BBCs for each run.

Figure 5-4 shows the relative luminosities for the 293 runs. The relative luminosities

were used in spin asymmetry measurements.

Chapter 5.



5.4. Relative Luminosity for 293 STAR Runs
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Figure 5-4: Relative luminosity during the 2nd longitudinal period. Each dot
represents one STAR run.
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5.5 Polarization for 37 RHIC Fill

As discussed in Chapter 3, the polarization was measured by the pC CNI polarimeter

and the polarized H jet polarimeter. The polarization was determined for each RHIC

fill. Figure 5-5 shows the polarization during the second longitudinal period of RHIC

Run-6. The average polarization for the Yellow beam and the Blue beam were Py =

59% and PB = 56%, respectively.

Yellow Beam

N - - -

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4
Polarization

Blue Beam

0.6 0.8 1.0

Figure 5-5: Polarization, statistical error, quadratic sum of statistical error and
systematic error
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5.6. Jet Triggers and ET Thresholds

5.6 Jet Triggers and ET Thresholds

The BHT2 Trigger and the BJP1 Trigger

Events were recorded

active triggers during

ProductionLong setup.

online if they satisfy the requirements of at least one of the

the run. Approximately thirty triggers were active in the pp-

C2009 Tai Sakurna

Figure 5-6: The locations of the twelve jet patches of the BJP1 trigger. The size
of a jet patch is 1.0 x 1.0 in the yj - <p coordinate system. Each jet
patch contains 400 BEMC towers.

Two triggers were primarily used in this thesis: the BHT2 (Barrel High Tower 2)

trigger and the BJP1 (Barrel Jet Patch 1) trigger. Both triggers require the MINB

condition, defined in Section 4.4. In addition, the BHT2 trigger requires a minimum

transverse energy ET deposit in a BEMC tower, and the BJP1 trigger requires a

minimum energy deposit in a patch of calorimeter towers (Ar x Ap = 1 x 1). The
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locations of the jet patches are depicted in Figure 5-6. The table 5.3 summarizes

these triggers.

Threshold
ID Ar x Ap DSM ADC ET

BHT2 137213 0.05 x 0.05 24 - 5.4 GeV
BJP1 137222 1 x 1 60 ~ 8.3 GeV

MINB Condition: The BBC west and east coincidence

Table 5.3: Triggers

Offline Trigger Thresholds

The trigger thresholds required offline analysis were set to be higher transverse en-

ergies ET than required by hardware. At the time of the data collection, the trigger

thresholds were predetermined in terms of the DSM' ADC 2 values. Because the

calorimeter gains are not uniform over the BEMC towers, the trigger efficiencies in

terms of ET have turn-on curves. In Run-5, the trigger turn-on curves for a barrel

high tower trigger and a barrel jet patch trigger were measured with the same types

of the triggers with the lower thresholds.

In Run-5, the MC simulation estimated that the turn-on was somewhat faster

than the data (Figure 5-7). The trigger turn-on curves in the Run-6 data could

not be measured because of the lack of the same types of the triggers with lower

thresholds. They were estimated by the MC simulation (Figure 5-8). If the situation

is similar between Run-5 and Run-6, the trigger turn-ons in the Run-6 data should

be somewhat slower than the turn-ons in the MC simulation.

To make the trigger thresholds uniform in terms of ET, offline trigger thresholds

were applied on ET at the values somewhat greater than the upper edges of the trigger

turn-on curves of the MC simulation. The offline thresholds are 7.0 GeV for the the

BHT2 trigger and 10.0 GeV for the BJP1 trigger.

'Data Storage and Manipulation
2Analog to Digital Converter
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The measured trigger efficiencies in Run-5 with the MC simulated
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Figure 5-8: The trigger efficiencies in Run-6 evaluated by the MC simulation.

Upper Trigger ET cuts

In addition to the offline lower trigger ET thresholds, upper trigger ET cuts were

applied offline as well. Figure 5-9 compares the trigger ET distributions in the data

and in the MC simulation. The data and the MC simulation have very different

distributions. While the MC distribution is approximately a rapid exponential fall-

Y
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Figure 5-9: Comparisons of the distributions of the ET deposits between the data
and the MC events. The MC distributions are normalized to have
the same number of the total events as data.

off, the data appears to have two components: a rapid fall-off, which is consistent

with the MC simulation, and a slow fall-off. The slow fall-off is due to background

events. In order to reduce background, upper trigger ET cuts were applied. As a

result, the trigger ET has both lower cuts and upper cuts.

7.0 GeV < (Trigger Tower ET)

10.8 GeV < (Trigger Jet Patch ET)

< 10.0 GeV (BHT2)

< 18.61 GeV (BJP1)

5.7 Vertex and Timebin

In Run-6, the FWHM (full-width half maximum) proton bunch length was about

8 ns, which corresponds to 2.4 m. The distance between the membrane and the

ground plane of the TPC is 2.1 m (Figure 4-2). Clearly, a non-negligible fraction of

collisions would occur appreciably away from the IP. On the other hand, the detector

is optimized to measure events occurring at the IP. For example, the BEMC towers

are projective towards the IP (Figure 4-5), and the membrane of the TPC is installed

at z = 0 (Figure 4-2).
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Figure 5-10: The vertex distributions of MINB events in each timebin.

Normal practice is to select events close to the IP by applying a vertex-z cut. How-

ever, this cut requires that events have reconstructed vertices. In this thesis, instead,

timebin, described in Section 4.4, is used to select events because all BHT2 events

and BJP1 events have measured timebins by definition since the BBC coincidence is

a trigger condition.

Figure 5-10 shows the vertex distributions of the MINB events by timebins. The

IP is between the centers of the timbebin 7 and the timebin 8. The centers of the

Timebin

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

MINB

3
50

271
1446
7082

20227
33873
34584
20198

7756
1718
332

38
6

BHT2

9
85

594
3581

15894
38971
62467
60593
36398
15372
3831

790
62
8

BJP1

18
180

1379
7367

28159
61403
89424
86302
53948
24756

7025
1495

141
12

Table 5.4: The numbers of the events with reconstructed vertices for each timebin
for each trigger. The MINB events are prescaled.
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Figure 5-11: The vertex distributions of MINB events in each timebin set.

vertex distributions are shifted toward the east side for the timebins 9 and 10 and

the west side for the timebins 6 and 5. The numbers of the events with reconstructed

vertices in each timebin is given in Table 5.4.

In this thesis, events in the timebins 6, 7, 8, and 9 are used in four different combi-

nations of timebins: 8, 78, 789, and 6789. Figure 5-11 shows the vertex distributions

of the MINB events in each combination of the timebins.

The fraction of the MINB events that are accepted by the timebin selections is

the correction factor Ctb:
N tb

Ctb MINB (5.3)
NMINB'

Timebin Ctb

8 0.2620
78 0.5263

789 0.6796
6789 0.8406

Table 5.5: The Correction Factors Ctb

timebin

78 -----

789
6789
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The table 5.5 gives the values of the correction factors Ctb. The determination of

Ctb is much simpler than the determination of the corrections that would have to be

made if vertex cuts had been used. Ctb was used in cross section measurements.
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Jet Definition

6.1 Jets at Three Levels

Jets are sprays of particles which are moving approximately in the same direction

from the collision point. Jets can be defined at three different levels: the parton

level, the hadron level, and the detector level. The parton-level jets are outgoing

partons of the hard interactions (Figure 6-2). For example, in QCD LO calculations

of 2 -+ 2 interactions, two outgoing partons are each parton-level jets. In QCD NLO

calculations, there are at most three outgoing partons. Two of the outgoing partons

moving in a similar direction may form a parton-level jet, while momentum balance

normally ensures that the third parton is a separate parton-level jet (Figure 6-1).

The hadron-level jets are composed of products of hadronization and particle decay

of the outgoing partons (Figure 6-3). They are predominantly hadrons, but may

contain leptons and photons as well. The detector-level jets are detector responses to

the hadron-level jets. In the case of this thesis, they are made of energy deposits in

Levels Components

The Parton Level Outgoing partons produced in hard scattering
The Hadron Level Products of hadronization and particle decay

The Detector Level Energy deposits in BEMC towers and tracks left in the TPC

Table 6.1: The Three Levels of Jets
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Figure 6-1: In QCD LO calculations (left), two outgoing partons are each parton-
level jets. QCD NLO calculations have at most three outgoing par-
tons (right). Two outgoing partons moving in a similar direction
form a parton-level jet. An isolated outgoing parton is a parton-
level jet by itself.

BEMC towers and charged tracks reconstructed in the TPC (Figure 6-4).

An aim of the jet measurement is to evaluate the parton-level kinematics. How-

ever, the parton-level information degrades in the transitions of each jet level to the

next. Hadron-level jet momenta are not identical to the corresponding parton-level

jet momenta. Jets, which are color charged at the parton level, exchange their color

charge with other jets or remnant partons and become color-neutral at the hadron

level. While exchanging color charge, the jets gain or lose momentum carried by the

exchanged color charge. From the hadron level to the detector level, the kinematical

information suffers from the limitations of the experiment, such as trigger efficiency

and detector resolutions.

Sensible comparison between theory and experiment requires unequivocal defini-

tion of jets at each level and evaluation of the systematic effects of each transition.

In an experiment, jets are reconstructed at the detector level, whereas perturbative

QCD calculations predict jet productions at the parton level. One way to evalu-

ate the systematic effects of the transitions is to use MC events because jets can be

reconstructed at all three levels in MC simulation.
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Figure 6-2: A high-pr back-to-back dijet event at the parton level.

Figure 6-3: A high-pr back-to-back dijet event at the hadron level.
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@009 Tai Sakuma

Figure 6-4: A high-pr back-to-back dijet event at the detector level. The solid
trajectories indicate TPC track measurements while the lego blocks
indicate energy deposited in the BEMC towers.
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This chapter describes the parts of the jet definition common to all three levels and

those specific to the detector-level jets. The jet definition specific to the hadron-level

jets and the parton-level jets in the MC simulation is described in Chapter 7.

6.2 Jet Reconstruction

The jet reconstruction takes three steps. First, four-momenta are constructed from

components of jets. The components are different at different jet levels as mentioned

in the previous section. Second, jets are defined as particular sets of four-momenta

selected by a jet-finding algorithm. Finally, four-momenta of jets are determined

from the kinematical properties of the four-momenta selected as jets. Only the first

step is different for different jet levels. The second and third steps deal with only

four-momenta and employ a common jet definition and jet-finding algorithm, as a

result, are independent of the jet level.

Step Name

1 Four-momentum construction Different for each jet level
2 Jet finding Common to all jet levels
3 Four-momentum recombination Common to all jet levels

Table 6.2: The three steps of jet reconstruction

6.2.1 Four-Momentum Construction (Detector Level)

This subsection describes the four-momentum construction for the detector-level jets.

The four-momentum construction at the parton level and the hadron level are de-

scribed in Chapter 7. A four-momentum for detector-level jets is constructed from

each TPC track and BEMC tower. Table 6.3 summarizes the parameters of the

construction.

Tracks are required to have at least twelve hits on the MWPC (multi-wire pro-

portional chamber) located at the ends of the TPC. The number of hits of each track
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is required to be greater than fifty-one percent of the possible hits to eliminate split

tracks.

The 3,871 towers that passed QA are used in this thesis. In each event, the towers

used are the ones with ADC values greater than twice the root mean square of the

pedestal noise distributions from the pedestal mean.

In order to avoid measuring the same charged particles twice both in the TPC

and in the BEMC, if tracks point to a BEMC tower, the energy that a MIP would

leave in the tower is subtracted from the tower energy (or the tower energy is set to

zero if the MIP energy is greater than the tower energy).

After the MIP energy subtraction, cuts are applied to the distance of closest

approach (DCA) and its radial component (DCAx) to reject a background of pile-up

tracks.

Both charged tracks and neutral energies have three components of their four-

Track Selection

# hits > 12
# hits / # possible hits > 0.51

Tower Selection

3,871 towers that passed QA out of the 4,800 towers
ADC > Pedestal+2xRMS

Tower Energy Correction for Tracks

MIP energy subtraction

Pile-up Track Removal

|DCAI < 3.0 cm

<2.0 cm if p[ack < 0.5 GeV
DCAX < <3.0 - 2.0 x ptrck cm if 0.5 < pack < 1.0 GeV

< 1.0 cm if 1.0 < ptack

Four-Momentum Construction

Photon mass (0.0 GeV) for towers
Charged pion mass (0.13975 GeV) for tracks
PT > 0.2 GeV

Table 6.3: Parameters of the four-momentum construction for detector-level jets
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momenta reconstructed. Three-momenta (px, py, pz) of tracks are reconstructed in

the TPC. The amount of energy (E) deposited in towers and the directions (77, o) of

the towers from the vertex positions are the three components of the reconstructed

tower energies. In order to construct four-momenta out of three variables, tracks are

assumed to have the mass of a charged pion (139.75 MeV), and towers are assumed

to be massless.

After four-momenta are constructed from the BEMC towers and the tracks in the

TPC, those with PT greater than 200 MeV are sent to a jet-finding algorithm.

6.2.2 The Mid-Point Cone Algorithm

The mid-point cone jet-finding algorithm[30] is used to find jets. The mid-point cone

algorithm works in the 7 - o coordinate plane. It defines jets as collections of four-

momenta which lie within a specific radius of a circle (R). The specific radius is called

the cone radius and is 0.7 in this thesis. The radius 0.7 is the radius up to which

the approximation which is used to define jets in the QCD NLO calculation is valid

[31]. The mid-point cone algorithm has two steps: find proto-jets first, then split and

merge proto-jets to jets.

Proto-jets

The first step of the mid-point cone algorithm is to find all proto-jets in a given event.

Proto-jets are defined as the collections of the four-momenta inside the cones whose

axes coincide with the ET-weighted centroid of the four-momenta. A proto-jet may

share four-momenta with other proto-jets. The mid-point cone algorithm is a seed-

based algorithm: it finds proto-jets around seeds. There are two types of seeds in the

algorithm: four-momenta and mid-points. The algorithm sorts the list of the four-

momenta by E in descending order. Then, the algorithm uses the first four-momenta

in the sorted list as a seed and finds a proto-jet around the seed. Subsequently, in

the order of the sorted list, the algorithm uses four-momenta which are not yet a part

of proto-jets as seeds and finds proto-jets around them. After reaching the end of
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the four-momenta list, the algorithm creates the list of mid-points of all pairs of the

proto-jets. It then uses the mid-points as seeds and finds further proto-jets around

mid-points.

Split-and-Merge

The second step is the split-and-merge. Proto-jets are allowed to share four-momenta

with other proto-jets, but jets are not. The algorithm decides whether to split or

merge two proto-jets that have common four-momenta based on the fractions of the

energy shared by the two proto-jets. If the fraction is smaller than a specific value,

which is 0.5 in this thesis, the proto-jets are split into two jets, and the shared four-

momenta are assigned to the closest jets. If the fraction is greater than the specific

value, the proto-jets are merged into a single jet.

Cone Radius = 0.7
Split/Merge Fraction = 0.5

Table 6.4: Parameters of the Mid-Point Cone Algorithm

6.2.3 E-scheme (Four-Vector Recombination Scheme)

The last step of the jet reconstruction is to recombine the four-momenta and define

four-momenta of the jets. The recombination scheme used is referred to as E-scheme

or the four-vector recombination scheme in the ref.[30], in which four-momenta of the

jets are the four-vector sum of the collections of the four-momenta that define the

jets.

Piet =(Eiet, Pit, Pit , Piet) =( ~ Z i ~ Z i

\ j iEjet iEjet iEjet

This scheme might appear to give an obvious definition of the jet four-momenta.

However, there are other schemes used in the literature [30].
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6.3 Correction for Pile-Up (Detector Level)

In an environment where luminosity is high and/or a bunch crossing interval is short,

multiple events may occur in a single bunch crossing or an event may leave a signal

in another event triggered by neighboring bunch crossings. Such events are called

pile-up events. To account for the effect of the pile-up events, 50 MeV is subtracted

from the jet pT.

pcorrected = PT -50MeV

This correction is applied only in the data. It is not applied in the MC events, since

pile-up events are not simulated.

6.4 Detector r and BEMC Acceptance (Detector

Level)

This selection is applied to avoid using jets reconstructed at the edge of the BEMC

acceptance. The detector 7 of a jet is the position of the BEMC that the four-momenta

of the jet crosses (Figure 6-5). The detector 71 and the jet 77 coincide for jets in the

events for which the vertex positions are at the IP, namely, z = 0 in the formula. The

acceptance of the BEMC is -1.0 < detector q < 1.0. The following cut is applied:

-0.7 < (detector 17) < 0.7.

6.5 Neutral Energy Ratio and Background (De-

tector Level)

This selection is applied to reject beam-gas background. As described in Section 6.2,

detector-level jets are composed of tracks in the TPC and energy deposits in the
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Figure 6-5: Jet 77 and detector 7j

BEMC. Neutral energy ratio RT is the fraction of jet transverse energy ET recon-

structed from energy deposits in the BEMC:

Eneutral
RT = et.

Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7 show the relation between jet ET reconstructed from

energy deposits in the BEMC (neutral ET) and that from tracks in the TPC (track

ET) in eight different jet pT ranges. The RT distribution has a peak approximately

at 1/3 for high-pT jets, the reason for which is disscussed in Section 8.2. The line

RT = 1/3 is drawn in the figures. As jet pr decreases, the neutral energy ratio RT

increases in order for jets to contain more neutral energy than the trigger thresholds.

In other words, the low-pr jets have higher RT due to trigger biases.

Beam-gas background is likely to have high RT. In the figures, the background
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events are clearly isolated from the signal events in high PT ranges. The following

cuts applied to reject the background events:

RT < 1.0 (5 < P < 17.31 GeV)

RT < 0.99 (17.31 < PT K 21.3 GeV)

RT < 0.97 (21.3 < PT < 26.19 GeV)

RT < 0.90 (26.19 GeV < PT).

The cuts are indicated by the shaded ares in the figures.

Neutral and Track ET Distributions of Jets and RT Cuts (BHT2)

0 20 40 0 20 40 0 20 40 60

0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15 0 10 20 0 10 20

Neutral ET [GeV]

1.0

0.8

0.6

0A

0.2

0.0

RT 113
RT cut

Figure 6-6: Level plots of neutral and track ET distributions in jets in eight
different jet Pr ranges for the BHT2 events. The distributions are
separately normalized in each panel. The shaded areas indicate the
RT cuts. The solid lines are RT = 1/3.
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Neutral and Track ET Distributions of Jets and RT Cuts (BJPI)
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Figure 6-7: The same as the Figure 6-6 but for the BJP1 events.

6.6 Trigger Jets (Detector Level)

Trigger jets are the jets that caused the trigger. Only trigger jets are used in the

inclusive jet measurement. In the dijet measurements, at least one jet of the dijets

is required to be a trigger jet. Jets that caused the triggers are identified by the

following conditions.

BHT2 Jets contain at least one tower with energy deposit greater than

the trigger threshold (7.0 GeV).

BJP1 Jets deposit more energy than the trigger threshold (10.0 GeV)

in the triggered jet patch.

6.7 Phase Space and Jet Pseudo-Rapidity r

Data and theory predictions need to be compared in the same phase space. A phase

space of inclusive jets can be specified by three variables. The three variables in the

0 5 10 16 0 5 10 15 0 10 20 0 10 20

Neutral ET [GeV] -
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inclusive jet cross section measurement are jet transverse momentum PT, jet pseudo-

rapidity 71, and azimuthal angle <p. Jet production has no azimuth dependence in

longitudinally polarized collisions. The range of p-r is specified in Section 9.2. This

section disscusses the 1 range.

The detector q cut discussed in Section 6.4 roughly defines the jet y range of the

measurement. The following formula gives the relation among detector 77, jet 'q, and

the z-vertex position (see Figure 6-5):

{1 222.625 cm
(detector 7) = log tan {2atan (222.625 cm -cot(2atan(exp(-(jet 7))) + (vertex z[cm]))

This relation is illustrated in Figure 6-8. The range of jet q specified by the detector

'q cut (I (detector 7)| < 0.7) depends on the vertex position. The vertex distributions

for each timebin selection are shown in Figure 5-11.

100

50

0

-50

-100

-1.0 -0.7 -0.5 0.0 0.5 0.7 1.0

detector T1

Figure 6-8: The relation among jet q, detector 7j, and the z-vertex position.

In order to specify a definite jet q range, the following jet q cut is applied.

-0.8 < (jet q) < 0.8.

Given timebin selections and the detector q cut, a sufficient number of jet samples
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can be collected in this r/ range. In the MC simultaion, this cut is applied at all three

jet levels.

6.8 Jet Yields

Table 6.5 gives the reconstructed jet yields in each timebin set for each trigger.

BJP1 BHT2
PT [GeV] Timebin 8 78 789 6789 8 78 789 6789

9.30-10.32 0 0 0 0 3902 8088 10213 12438
10.32-11.44 244 511 615 753 4376 8938 11247 13769
11.44-12.69 2495 5018 6157 7482 4340 8721 10896 13327
12.69-14.08 4685 9524 11842 14300 3706 7706 9798 12110
14.08-15.61 5919 11842 14898 18234 3459 6865 8664 10686
15.61-17.31 6227 12485 15792 19267 2895 5830 7483 9183
17.31-19.20 6033 12132 15249 18717 2478 5080 6345 7811
19.20-21.30 5276 10514 13375 16411 1951 3957 5078 6254
21.30-23.62 4258 8662 11023 13437 1451 2935 3755 4663
23.62-26.19 3347 6567 8400 10234 1010 2060 2700 3312
26.19-29.05 2245 4482 5686 6950 731 1428 1799 2217
29.05-32.22 1381 2758 3578 4356 436 866 1113 1362
32.22-35.73 720 1457 1896 2350 225 455 586 739
35.73-39.63 322 680 871 1086 107 251 308 376
39.63-43.95 132 268 351 417 48 112 151 182
43.95-48.74 45 91 118 150 25 50 69 93
48.74-54.06 10 19 26 31 9 12 17 24
54.06-59.96 0 5 8 10 2 4 8 11
59.96-66.49 2 3 5 5 0 2 2 3

Table 6.5: The jet yields in each timebin set for each trigger.
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Monte Carlo Simulation

The Monte Carlo (MC) simulated events are generated to:

* determine off-line trigger threshold,

e unfold the hadron-level jet cross section,

* estimate the effect of hadronization and underlying events,

* evaluate the trigger bias on the dijet ALL,

" and calculate the mass shift in the dijet ALL.

This chapter describes the MC event production and the jet reconstruction in the

MC simulation.

7.1 MC Event Production

The events are generated by the Pythia 6.410 event generator [32] with the CTEQ5L

parton distributions [33]. The detector responses to the events are simulated with a

GEANT3 [34] based STAR detector simulation program.
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The MC Event Data Sets

The cross section of high-PT events in proton collisions has a rapidly decreasing #T
dependence. The cross section in the PT range for which MC events need to be

generated extends nine orders of magnitude. To generate MC events in a range of PT

over such a wide span of cross section, the MC event production is divided into several

runs, each of which generates events in a short range of PT. Table 7.1 summarizes

the MC event data sets.

r3T[GeV]

run # min max o-j{pb] Nge" O

3
4
5
7
9
11
15

25

35
45
55

CKIN(3)

4
5
7
9
11
15
25
35
45
55
65

CKIN (4)

1.30 x 109
3.15 x 108
1.37 x 108
2.30 x 107

5.53 x 106
2.22 x 106
3.90 x 105
1.02 x 104

5.01 x 102
2.86 x 101
1.46 x 100

PARI (1)

686,000
500,000
398,000
420,000
414,307
420,000
397,200
400,000
110,000
118,000
120,000

MSTI(5)

1.90 x 10+3
6.30 x 10+2
3.43 x 10+2
5.49 x 10+1
1.33 x 10+1
5.30 x 10+0
9.81 x 10-1
2.56 x 10-2
4.56 x 10-3
2.43 x 10~4
1.20 x 10-5

PARI (2)

Table 7.1: The MC event data sets

Combining the Data Sets

The results from all production runs need to be combined to produce the total results.

The total cross sections o-, and the numbers of the generated events Ng*" are different

for different production runs; therefore, events in different runs have different weights

of significance we,

Wq - go (7.1)

Pythia calculates the total cross section o-O of the production runs # by Monte Carlo

integration. The 1T ranges of the runs are disjoint so that the weighted results from

rcf1318
rcf1317
rcf1311
rcf1310
ref1309
ref1308
ref1307
ref1306
ref1303
rcfl302
rcf1304
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different runs can be simply added to obtain the total results. For example, the total

cross section in the 1T bin i is given by the sum of the weights of the events for which

the 1T falls in the PT bin i:

JMC = wp. (7.2)
PTEi

Figure 7-1 shows the cross section obtained in this way. The connections between the

different MC data sets are smooth, and the combined results show the P)T dependence

of the total cross section. In this example, the cross section is calculated as a func-

tion of the variable in terms of which the phase space of the production is divided.

Moreover, all 1P boundaries in the production are the boundaries of the P1T bins in

the cross section. The boundaries of the different data sets can be clearly seen in the

figure. The same variable and the same boundaries between the production and the

cross section are not necessary conditions for the formula (7.2). In fact, a formula

similar to (7.2) works for any variables such as jet pT and 17, as long as an adequate

number of events are generated in the phase space of interest, and the phase spaces

The Total Cross Secons of the MC Events

JOB -Arctl313 * -

102 -

1031

102 60

r[f1318

r1 Tevents.

1- rW1309

101rcf1302 8

ref1304 V
10

0.1-

10 20 30 40 50 60
kr [GeV]

Figure 7-1: The ,&r dependence of the total cross section of the MC events.
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are disjoint between the production runs.

The CDF Tune A Parameter Set

The Pythia version 6.4 adopts the CDF Tune A parameter set [35], which is tuned

to fit the CDF underlying event data. The parameters are shown in Table 7.2.

MSTP(51)
MSTP(81)
PARP(82)
PARP(83)
PARP(85)
PARP(86)
PARP(89)
PARP(90)
PARP(67)

=7
= 1
=2.0
=0.5
=0.9
= 0.95
= 1800
= 0.25

=4.0

Table 7.2:

CTEQ5L
Multiple interactions ON
Regularization scale of PT in multiple interactions
Parameter of matter overlap in the protons
Probability relating to multiple interactions
Probability relating to multiple interactions
Reference energy scale
Power of a energy-rescaling term
Scale factor that determines a parton virtuality

The CDF Tune A Parameter Set

QCD High-pT Processes

The following QCD high-pr processes are simulated.

qq -+ qq

qq -+ qq

qq -> 9

-+ qg

-+ qq

99 -+ 99

The MC samples do not contain particles from other interactions, such as direct

photon production, Drell-Yan process, quarkonium production. Consequently, in the

MC events, the parton-level jets contain only quarks and gluons. Leptons and photons

in the MC hadron-level jets only come from decay of the hadrons. Furthermore,
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the MC detector-level jets contain only the detector responses to the final states

of the QCD interactions. For example, the MC detector-level jets do not contain a

calorimeter response to direct photons. The data, on the other hand, contain all kinds

of interactions; however, the cross section of the QCD events are so large compared

to other interactions that it is sufficient to generate only the QCD processes for the

jet measurements.

Figure 7-2 shows the ratios of the processes as a function of 1.T Quark-quark inter-

actions dominate high-fir events; more gluons are involved in lower-PT events. Parton

distributions can explain this trend. High-PT events are dominated by interactions

between the partons with high-x, which are predominantly valence quarks; therefore,

quark-quark interactions dominate high-PT events. As PT decreases, more partons

with lower-x participate in hard interactions. In turn, as x decreases, gluon density

increases and valence quark density decreases; therefore, quark-gluon interactions and

gluon-gluon interactions dominate low-pT events.

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

10 20 30 40

N [GeV)

50 60

Figure 7-2: The ratios of the simulated processes as a function of fir.
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Particle Decay in the MC simulation

The way to handle particle decay depends on the lifetime of the particles. Depending

on lifetime, particles can be categorized into three groups: short-lived, long-lived, and

stable. Short-lived particles are those that decay before they are significantly influ-

enced by their surroundings, e.g. 7r0 , q. Either the event generator or the detector

simulation program can simulate the decay of short-lived particles. Long-lived par-

ticles are those that travel some distance while interacting with material composing

the detector. They may decay before they exit from the detector. The charged long-

lived particles change their momentum in a magnetic field for tracking systems. For

example, a charged kaon K+ in the TPC changes the direction of its momentum due

to the magnetic field while ionizing the gas, and this kaon may decay into a muon p+

and a neutrino v,, before it exits from the TPC. The detector simulation simulates

the motion and the decay of long-lived particles as well as the detector responses to

those particles. In the MC simulation, stable particles are defined as the particles

with a lifetime so long that they have almost no possibility of decaying before they

travel an order of the distance of the detector size. In this definition, stable particles

include neutrons and muons in addition to the stable particles in the Standard Model

such as protons and electrons. The decay of stable particles is not simulated at all.

In the MC simulation, the decays of the following particles are simulated in the

detector simulation:

0 qr7 K+, Ks K4 A, E, E*, E*, Eo, Q*.5,,7r1S L) 7 ,1,~

The following particles and their antiparticles are stable:

e , ve, p ,y1, vy, np.

As described in the next section, the hadron-level jets in the MC events are col-

lections of final state particles in the event generator. Therefore, the composition

of the hadron-level jets depends on whether particle decay is simulated in the event
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generator. For example, since the decay of neutral pions r0 is simulated not in the

event generator but in the detector simulation, a hadron-level jet may contain a r0

but not 2-y's from the 7r' decay.

7.2 Jets in the MC Simulation

The three levels of jets were introduced in Section 6.1: the parton level, the hadron

level and the detector level. While in the data, jets can be reconstructed only at the

detector level, in the MC simulation, jets are reconstructed at all three levels.

The definition of the detector-level jets in the MC simulation is the same as that in

the data except a correction; the correction for the pile-up effect, described in Section

6.3, is not applied in the MC events, since pile-up events are not simulated. Chapter

8 compares the detector-level jets in the data and those in the MC events.

7.3 Jet Definition (Hadron Level)

The hadron-level jets are composed of products of hadronization and particle decay

of the outgoing partons (Figure 6-3). Four-momenta for hadron-level jets are the

four-momenta of the final state particles in the MC event. This is in contrast to at

the detector level, at which only three variables out of the four components of four-

momenta are known. An acceptance cut, |r/ < 2.0, is applied before jets are searched

for by the jet finding algorithm described in Section 6.2.

Figure 7-3 shows the average fraction of the hadron-level jet energy carried by

the constituent particles. Pions constitute about 60% of the jet energy. The ratio of

the jet energy carried by neutral pions and by charged pions is about 1/3, which is

roughly the neutral energy ratio of jets. The ratio 1/3 is consistent with the measured

neutral ratio of away side jets of dijets (Section 11.3) and high-pr trigger jets (Section

8.2), for which trigger biases are little.
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Average Fraction of Jet Energy Carried by Each Type of Particles
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Figure 7-3: The average fraction of
stituent particles in the

As discussed in Section 6.7, the

phase space:

hadron-level jet energy
MC events.

carried by the con-

following jet q cut is applied to determine the

-0.8 < (jet q) < 0.8.

7.4 Jet Definition (Parton Level)

The parton-level jets are outgoing partons of the hard interactions. As in Figure 6-1,

in QCD NLO calculations, the parton-level jets are single isolated outgoing partons

or two collinear outgoing partons. The parton-level jets in the MC simulation are

primarily used to estimate the effects of hadronization and underlying events. In

1%
21.2 %

0.250.20
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particular, they are used to relate QCD NLO predictions of the inclusive jet and dijet

cross sections to those at the hadron level so that the data can be compared with the

QCD NLO predictions. The parton-level jets int the MC simulation are defined so as

to be as close to the jets in QCD NLO calculations as possible.

Partons in Pythia

Pythia calculates the amplitude of the hard interactions only to leading order of a,.

The effects of the higher orders are simulated by initial radiations and final radiations.

Table 7.3 is an example of Pythia event record. This event is a high-pT gluon-

up-quark interaction in a proton-proton collision. The two colliding protons are at

line 1 and line 2. Proton 1 moves along the positive z-axis. It emits a gluon (3),

which participates in the hard interaction, and splits into the diquark udo (16) and

the up-quark (17), which are the remnant moving straight along the positive z-axis.

From proton 2, which moves along the negative z-axis, an up-quark (4) participates

in the hard interaction. The remnant of the proton 2 is a diquark udo (37), which

continues to move towards the negative z-axis. The gluon (3) and the up-quark (4)

radiate the partons 18 - 21 before they engage the hard interaction. The incoming

partons after the radiation are at line 5 and line 6. The fractions of momentum that

these partons carry are the variable x in the parton distribution functions. The hard

interaction is 5 + 6 -+ 7 + 8. Line 7 and 8 are the outgoing partons. The outgoing

partons radiate before they fragment into hadrons. The partons 9-10 and the partons

26 - 29 are the outgoing partons after the final radiation and the radiation itself.

The partons 11-15, 22-25, and 30-39 are underlying events. A long list of hadrons

that follows is not shown in the example.

Parton Selection

Partons in Pythia events can be classified into the seven classes. Table 7.4 gives the

classification. As the closest equivalent to the jets in QCD NLO calculations, the

parton-level jets are defined as collections of outgoing partons and the radiation from
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I particle/jet KS

1 !p+!

2 !p+!

KF orig

2212 0

2212 0

p-x p-y p-z

0.000 0.000 99.996 100.000 0.938

0.000 0.000 -99.996 100.000 0.938

3 !g! 21 21 1 -0.351 -0.363 3.382 3.419 0.000

4 !u! 21 2 2 0.330 1.974 -40.471 40.521 0.000

5 !g! 21 21 3 -0.067 -2.070 1.193 2.391 0.000

6 !u! 21 2 4 0.295 1.768 -36.244 36.288 0.000

7 !g! 21 21 0 -1.533 -8.033 -21.096 22.626 0.000

8 !u! 21 2 0 1.762 7.730 -13.954 16.053 0.330

(u)
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
(ud_0)

(u)

(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
(ud_0)

(g)
(g)

2

21

21

21

21

21

21

2101

2

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

2101

21

21

1.816

-0.357

0.375

0.323

-0.405

-0.219

-0.375

-0.585

0.936

1.222

-0.724

-0.520

-0.228

0.405

-0.413

-0.135

-0.628

-0.010

1.130

-1.089

-1.261
0.171

-0.323
0.219

0.413

0.135

0.628

-0.171

-0.330

-0.109

0.109

5.592

0.780

0.906

0.249

0.449

0.433

-0.906

0.097

0.266

-0.095

0.373

1.648

-0.013

-0.449

-0.356

-0.166

-0.525

-0.896

-1.514

-1.495

-2.771
-0.857

-0.249

-0.433

0.356

0.166

0.525

0.857

-1.974

-0.411

0.411

-9.552

-2.663

0.733

0.403

0.394

2.712

16.475

53.257

4.187

0.284

-0.471

-2.104

0.252

0.788

0.288

0.264

0.009

-0.691

-3.043

-12.969

-6.132
-2.305

-2.841

-1.744

-0.637

-0.517

-2.613

-7.335

-39.726

0.392

11.222

2.798

1.225

0.574

0.722

2.755

16.504

53.264

4.311

1.258

0.941

2.723

0.340

0.993

0.616

0.340

0.819

1.131

3.581

13.101

6.846
2.465

2.870

1.810

0.838

0.560

2.738

7.387

39.780

0.578

0.330
0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.579

0.330

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.579

0.000

14.905 14.911 0.000

Table 7.3: A Pythia event record
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the outgoing partons. In the example of Table 7.3, they are lines 9, 10, 18, 19, 20, 21,

26, 27, 28, 29. As in hadron-level jets, the acceptance cut |r/ < 2.0 is applied to the

partons before the jet finding. After the jet finding, the following jet rq cut is applied

to specify the phase space:

-0.8 < (jet r/) < 0.8.

class

Incoming partons before radiation
Incoming partons after radiation
Outgoing partons before radiation

Radiation from incoming partons
Outgoing partons after radiation
and the radiation

Remnant

Underlying events

Table 7.4: Classification of the

e.g. I in Table 7.3

3, 4

5, 6
7, 8

18, 19, 20, 21
9, 10, 26, 27, 28, 29

16, 17, 37

11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
22, 23, 24, 25,
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39

partons in Pythia events.
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7.5 Association of Different Level Jets

This section discusses an association between hadron-level jets and detector-level

jets. The association is defined in a way in which detector-level jets are the detector

responses of the associated hadron-level jets. The association can be used to evaluate

detector responses.

The association is established in the following way. First, for a given event, hadron-

level jets are sorted by PT in descending order. Second, starting with the highest-pT

hadron-level jet, for each hadron-level jet, the nearest detector-level jet in the r; - <p

plane is identified. If the distance between the cone axis of the hadron-level jet and

that of the detector-level jet is shorter than 0.5, these two jets are associated. Each

jet is associated with at most one other jet. If the nearest detector-level jet is already

associated with another hadron-level jet, then the second nearest detector-level jet is

considered.

The procedure is independently conducted for the BHT2 trigger and the BJP1

trigger. As a consequence, it is possible that a hadron-level jet is associated with

different detector-level jets for different triggers.

The association is not always established. For example, hadron-level jets do not

have associated detector-level jets in the following situations: 1) the events did not

cause the trigger; 2) the events do not have a vertex; 3) the corresponding detector-

level jets are outside of the detector acceptance; 4) the corresponding detector-level

jets do not meet the jet selection criteria. On the other hand, detector-level jets do

not have associated hadron-level jets in the following situations: 1) the corresponding

hadron-level jets do not meet the jet selection criteria; 2) the split-and-merge step

split the detector-level jets; 3) the detector-level jets are background.
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7.6 Vertex Distribution

7.6.1 Simulation of Vertex Distribution

After events are generated in Pythia, the vertex positions of the events are randomly

determined from a Gaussian distribution with the mean = 0 cm and the variance =

(60 cm)2 before the events are processed in the detector simulation. The parameters

of the Gaussian distribution are chosen to approximate the vertex distribution of the

MINB events in the data. Event vertices greater than IzI > 120 cm are not considered.

Figure 7-4 shows the vertex distributions of the MC events.

east west

-200 -100 0 (IP) 100 200
vertex z (cm)

Figure 7-4: The vertex distribution of the MC events.

7.6.2 Timebin Selections and Vertex Corrections

Figure 7-5 shows the vertex distributions of the jet events in the MC simulation. Un-

less they are produced at the same spacial position, particles with the same momen-

tum hit different parts of the detector, causing different detector responses. Therefore,

in order to accurately compare properties of the jets between the data and the MC

events, the MC events need to have the same vertex distribution as the data.

The BBC timebin is not simulated in the detector simulation; the timebin selec-

tions cannot be applied to the MC events. As an alternative method, for each timebin

selection, the MC events are re-weighted by correction factors so that the vertex dis-

tributions of the jet events in the MC simulation approximate those of the data. The
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The vertex distributions of Jet events (MC)

-200 -100 0 100 200 -200 -100 0 100 200

vertex z (cm]

Figure 7-5: The vertex distributions of jet events in the MC events.

correction factors Wer(z), plotted in Figure 7-6, are determined as the ratios of the

vertex distributions between the data and the MC events. Before the ratios are taken,

the vertex distributions of the data and the MC events are separately normalized and

smoothed by cubic splines [36]. The ratios themselves are smoothed as well.

The correction factors need to be normalized in such a way as to preserve quantities

which should be conserved. Since the vertex correction is equivalent to a shift in

positions of the events, the vertex correction should not change a property that is

intrinsic to the events, but can change properties that involve the position of the

detector. In the case of vertex corrections to the jet events, it is the number of

Vertex Correcdon Factors for the MC Jet Events

1.0% 1.
0.5 N M

1.5I'
1.00

101.0

-120 0 120 -120 0 120 -120 0 120 -120 0 120

Vertex z [cm]

Figure 7-6: The vertex correction factors for the jet events for each
and each trigger.

timebin set
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generated events, not jet events, that needs to be conserved:

"= Wver (Z). (7.3)
all events

in 4

The number of the generated events need to be separately conserved in each MC data

set # since the vertex correction does not affect PT.

The corrections are larger for the narrower timebin sets. The correction factors

determined for the BHT2 jet events and the BJP1 jet events are nearly identical as

they should be; the average difference is about three percent.

Re-weighting the MC Events

Each MC event has a weight wo associated with the production run 4, as discussed

in Section 7.1. With the vertex correction, each event is now weighted by two factors:

wO and Wver(z). For example, the jet yield in jet PT bin i is the sum of the products

of the two factors;

Jim= W$ - Wver(Z). (7.4)
'et

The sum is taken over the jets with pT in bin i.

As shown in Figure 7-7 and 7-8, the vertex distributions of the jet events in the

vertex corrected MC events well approximate those of the data in all timebin sets

and for both triggers for all PT bins. The data-MC comparisons in the next chapter

are made with these vertex-corrected MC jet events.
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The Ratio of the Vertex Distributions between Data and MC (BHT2)

Vertex Correction

yes no -

Vertex z [cm]

Figure 7-7: The ratio of the vertex distributions between the data and the MC
events for the BHT2 trigger with and without the vertex corrections.
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The Ratio of the Vertex Distributions between Data and MC (BJP1)

Vertex Correction

yes no -

Vertex z [cml

Figure 7-8: The ratio of the vertex distributions between the data and the MC
events for the BJP1 trigger with and without the vertex corrections.
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Chapter 8

Data - MC Comparison of

Inclusive Jets

In the cross section measurements, the hadron-level jet yields are estimated from the

detector-level jet yields by inverting the response of the detector using the MC simu-

lation. Consequently, the results have a tendency to be biased toward the predictions

of the MC simulation. This bias needs to be eliminated or minimized. It is desirable

to use MC events that are comparable to the data for an accurate measurement of

the cross section. To evaluate to what extent the MC simulation reproduces the data,

this chapter compares the jets in the data and the jets in the MC simulation at the

detector level.

Chapter 6 defined the jets. As described in Chapter 7, the detector-level jets in

the MC events are defined in nearly exactly the same way as the detector-level jets

in the data. The only difference is that, in the data, 50 MeV is subtracted from the

jet PT to account for the pile-up effect. In Section 7.6, the vertex distributions of the

MC events are corrected to fit those of the data for each timebin set. The kinematic

distributions and the particle contents of the jets in the data are compared with those

of the vertex-corrected MC events.
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8.1 The Kinematic Distributions

In this section, the kinematic distributions of the jet events in the data are compared

with the vertex-corrected MC events. The jet four-momenta and jet profiles are

compared. The jet four-momenta comparisons are made in terms of transverse mo-

mentum PT, pseudo-rapidity r/, azimuthal angle <p, and mass m. In jet four-momenta

comparisons, jets are treated as single objects; in contrast, in jet profiles comparisons,

jets are composite objects.

8.1.1 Transverse Momentum PT

The jet transverse momentum pr is the most important kinematic variable in the

data-MC comparison since the cross section is measured as a function of PT. Figure

8-1 shows the PT distributions of the jet yields for each timebin set and each trigger.

The MC jet distributions are scaled so as to have the same jet yields as the data at

PT above 12.69 GeV. The distributions are separately scaled for each timebin and

trigger selection. The MC simulation well reproduces the jet PT distributions over

four orders of magnitude.

Figure 8-2 shows the ratio (data-MC)/data, which is appropriate for detail com-

parison. The agreement is better for the BJP1 trigger than for the BHT2 trigger.

The MC distribution appears to decrease slightly faster than the data distribution at

PT above 40 GeV. In the range of 17 < PT < 26 GeV, the BHT2 trigger and the BJP1

trigger show different trend of the ratios. In this range, the data is greater than the

MC simulation for the BHT2 trigger, which is not observed for the BJP1 trigger.
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The pr Distributions of the Jet Yield
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Figure 8-1: The pr distributions of the jet yield at the detector level for each
timebin set and each trigger. In each panel separately, the MC dis-
tributions are normalized so that the total jet yields at Pr above
12.69 GeV are the same as the jet yields in the data.
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The data-MC comparison of the jet pT distribution
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Figure 8-2:
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The data-MC comparisons of the jet p-r distributions for each timebin
set and each trigger. The MC events are scaled in the same way as
described in Figure 8-1.
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8.1.2 Normalization in the q, ep, m comparisons

Since the jet PT distribution is a steeply decreasing curve, the jet event sample is

dominated by low pr jets. In the q, p, and m comparisons, to make comparisons

between high PT jets and also low Pr jets, the jet sample is divided into four different

PT ranges. The MC jet yields are scaled so that the data and the MC events have

the same jet yields at Pr above 11.44 GeV for each timebin set and each trigger. The

same normalization factors are used for the distributions within the same timebin

sets and triggers over all pT ranges.

8.1.3 Pseudo-Rapidity 1

Agreement between the jet pseudo-rapidity q distributions of the data and of the

MC events requires three conditions: that the MC events have the same vertex dis-

tributions as the data; that the event generator well simulate the TJ distribution of

real collisions; and that the detector simulation reproduce the 'q dependence of the

detector response. The first condition is met by the vertex correction. Therefore, an

agreement between the data and the MC events implies the second and third con-

ditions unless neither of the conditions is met in a way in which the deviations are

cancelled each other.

Figure 8-3 shows the jet 77 distributions in the data for each timebin set and trigger

in the four different Pr ranges. Figure 8-4 shows the ratios (Data-MC)/MC. As seen

in the comparison of the pr distributions, the data is greater than the MC simulation

in the highest-pr range. Due the lack of statistics, it is not clear if this excess in the

data originates in a particular range of q. The ratios show no significant deviation

from the constant. The MC simulation well reproduces the q dependence of the data.
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The vi dependency of the jet yield
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Figure 8-3: The pseudo-rapidity ry distributions of the jet yields in the data by

pr bins and timebin sets for each triggers. The comparisons with
the MC simulation are shown in Figure 8-4.
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The data-MC cornpeison of the jet q distributions
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8.1.4 Azimuth p

The p distributions are uniform at the hadron level. The non-uniformity solely comes

from the non-uniformity of the trigger and the detector sensitivity. The comparisons

are separately made for the east side (-1 < 7 < 0) and the west side (0 < 7 < 1).

Figure 8-5 and Figure 8-6 show the comparisons for the BHT2 events. The data

and the MC simulation are in agreement. A dip is observed around Cp = 0 in the east

side. The simulation reproduces the dip as well.

Figure 8-7 and Figure 8-8 show the comparisons for the BJP1 events. The wave-

like distributions reflect the locations of the jet patches. The MC simulation well

simulates minor tendencies as well as overall distributions.

Thep Disibutions of the Jet Yield of Data and MC (BHT2 -1 < n < 0)
Data M uc #

Figure 8-5: The data-MC comparison of the p dependence of the jets for the
BHT2 events for the east side (-1 < q < 0).
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The cp Distributions of the Jet Yield of Data and MC (BHT2, 0 < < 1)
Data a MC *

-90 0 90 -90 0 90 -90 0 90 -90 0 9
Figure 8-6: The same as the Figure 8-6ebut for the west side (0 < rq < 1).

The V Distrtutions of the Jet Yield of Data and MC (BJPI, -1 < i < 0)
Dat a MC

-90 0 90 -90 0 90 -90 0 90 -90 0 90
Figure 8-7: The < dependency comparisca of the BJP1 jets for the east side.
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The e Dis*fti#ons of the Jet Yield of Data and MC (BJP1, 0 < g 1)
Data * MC +

Figure 8-8: The same as the Figure 8-7 but for the west side.

Chapter 8.
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8.1.5 Mass m

Figure 8-9 shows the jet mass distributions in the data for the four different PT ranges

within each timebin set and trigger. It can be seen that the jets are rarely massless.

Figure 8-10 shows the data-MC comparison. The data and the MC simulation are in

agreement. This mass comparison concludes the jet four momentum comparison.

The Mass Dlstrbions of the Jet Yleld
BJPi BHT2 A

I p10 10;10 103

10

10 '102

101

10 10

10 102

0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15
m [Gevi

Figure 8-9: The invariant mass distributions of jets in the data by PT bins and
timebin sets for each triggers.
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The Data-MC Comparison of the Jet Mass Distribudons
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Figure 8-10: The data-MC comparison of the mass m dependence.
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8.1.6 Jet Profile

In the four-momentum comparisons, jets are regarded as single objects. However,

jets are collections of particles; the same jet four-momenta can be realized in a wide

variety of arrangement of particles. For example, a 40-GeV jet can be a collection

of two 20-GeV particles close to the jet axis or can be a collection of four 10-GeV

particles at the edge of the jet cone.

The jet profile is defined as the average fraction of the jet energy inside a cone as

a function of the cone radius Ar ranging from zero to the jet cone radius of 0.7. In

Figure 8-11, the jet profiles in the data and the MC events are plotted. The data and

the MC events are overall in excellent agreement. A difference can be seen around

jet axes (Ar < 0.1) in the PT range of 17.31 < PT < 26.19 GeV for the BHT2 trigger;

there, a larger fraction of the jet energy is concentrated around the jet axes in the

data than in the MC simulation.
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Figure 8-11: The jet profile, the average fraction of the jet energy inside a cone
with smaller radius or than the jet cone radius of 0.7 for each
trigger for four different pr ranges for timebin set 6789. The data
and the MC events are in excellent agreement.
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8.2 Particle Contents

In addition to the jet kinematic distributions, the data-MC agreement on the particle

contents of the jets are also important to the cross section measurement. The detector

responses to jets depend on the particle content of jets. In other words, jets with the

same four-momentum, the same jet profile, the same vertex and different particle

contents may systematically cause different detector responses.

The particle contents of the hadron-level jets in the MC events are shown in

Section 7.3. Since particle identification is not employed in the data, it is not possible

to compare the particle contents at the hadron level. Instead, properties of the jets

that are sensitive to the particle contents are compared: the neutral energy ratio

RT of the jet energy, the multiplicity of the tracks and towers, the track momentum

distribution, and the neutral energy distribution. The comparisons in this section are

carried out for timebin set 6789.

8.2.1 Neutral Energy Ratio RT

The neutral energy ratio RT, as defined in Section 6.5, is the fraction of jet energy

reconstructed from the BEMC tower energy; therefore, this variable is sensitive to

the ratio of jet energy carried by neutral particles and charged particles. Low-pr

jets have low neutral energy ratio RT due to the trigger bias as discussed in Section

6.5. As jet PT increases, the trigger bias becomes weak and RT decreases. The

peak of the RT distribution of high-pT jets is approximately 1/3, which is the ratio

between the numbers of neutral and charged pions. Pions are the lightest hadrons, so

predominantly produced in the hadronization. The three types of pions, r 0 , 7+, 77-7

are nearly equally likely to be produced, causing the peak of the RT distribution to be

around 1/3. This observation is consistent with the particle contents of the hadron-

level jets in the MC simulation, each type of pion carries about 20% of hadron-level

jet energy (Figure 7-3).

Figure 8-12 shows the RT distributions in the data and the MC simulation in five
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different pr ranges for each trigger. Overall, the data and the MC simulation are

in agreement. However, localized but clear disagreement is observed in the mid-RT

range in the range of 17.31 < PT < 26.19 GeV for BHT2.
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8.2. Particle Contents

8.2.2 Track Multiplicity in Jets

Track multiplicity is the number of tracks in jets. Figure 8-13 shows good agreement

between the data and the MC events.
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8.2.3 Tower Multiplicity in Jets

Tower multiplicity is the number of towers with energy deposits in jets. Figure 8-14

shows the comparisons. The distributions are similar. However, the distributions in

the MC events are slightly shifted towards lower multiplicity.
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Figure 8-14: The data-MC comparison of the BEMC tower multiplicities with
energy deposit in jets.
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8.2. Particle Contents

8.2.4 Track Momentum Distribution in Jets

The track Pr distributions in jets are compared in Figure 8-15. Similar to the neutral

energy ratio comparison in Figure 8-12, the overall agreement is good, but a difference

is observed in the PT range 17.31 < pT < 26.19 GeV for the BHT2 trigger.

The track portion of the jet p distributions for different jet jet pr bins

0 10 20 30 40 0 10 20 30 40

Track pT [GeVJ

Figure 8-15: The data-MC comparison of the track Pr distributions in jets for
different jet p-r ranges.
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8.2.5 Neutral Energy Distribution in Jets

The neutral energy RT distributions in jets are compared in Figure 8-16. Again the

overall agreement is good, but a difference is observed in the PT range 17.31 < Pr <

26.19 GeV for the BHT2 trigger.

The neutral porton of the jet Ey cistrbutions for dfferent Jet PT bins

Neutral ET [GeVJ

Figure 8-16: The data-MC comparison of the tower ET distributions in jets for
different jet Pr bins.
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8.3 Summary

The detector-level jets in the data and those in the MC simulation are compared.

The comparisons are carried out in terms of kinematic variables and the components

of the jets. Since, in the cross section measurement, the hadron-level jet yields are

estimated using MC simulation, the results are subject to a bias from the MC events.

The degree of the difference between the data and the MC simulation is related to

the degree of the bias that might be introduced by the MC events.

The overall agreement between the data and the MC events is remarkably good.

However, some minor discrepancies are found. The PT dependence of the yield of the

jets with PT greater than 40 GeV in the MC simulation decreases slightly faster than

that of the data. It is possible that this excess of high PT jets is caused by background

events since the background level is high in events with high energy deposits in the

BEMC towers.

While tower multiplicity is higher in the data than in the MC simulation, such a

difference is not observed in the neutral energy distributions. A possible explanation

is that the same amount of neutral energy is carried by a larger number of particles in

the data than in the MC simulation. Another possibility is that neutral particles in

the data are more likely to deposit energy in multiple towers than are neutral particles

in the MC simulation. The latter situation is more likely because the jet profiles in

the data and those in the MC simulation are in excellent agreement. This difference

can be investigated by jet profiles of the neutral energy.

It is found that the BJP1 events are in better agreement than the BHT2 events.

In the latter, a localized discrepancy is observed in the range of 17.31 < PT < 26.19

GeV. This discrepancy is apparent in the neutral energy ratio distributions, the tower

multiplicity distributions, the track momentum distributions, and the neutral energy

distributions. However, no apparent discrepancy is observed in the track multiplicity

distributions. In the comparison of the PT distributions in Figure 8-2, the data is

systematically higher than the MC simulation in this PT range for the BHT2 trigger.

Investigating the cause of these discrepancies perhaps leads to further understand-
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ing of the quality of the collected data, the performance of the detector, the efficiency

of the triggers, and the reliability of the MC simulation. In this comparison, Pythia

with the CDF tune A parameter set with the CTEQ5L parton distributions are used.

It is preferable to use multiple event generators with several parameter sets and par-

ton distributions to reduce a bias toward a particular configuration of MC simulation.

Nevertheless, the level of the agreement is satisfactory for the purpose and the preci-

sion of the current measurement.



Chapter 9

Inclusive Jet Cross Section

The inclusive jet cross section in proton-proton collisions at fs = 200 GeV

is measured with a data sample of 5.4 pb- 1 using a mid-point cone algorithm

with the cone radius equal to 0.7. The cross section is measured as a function

of jet transverse momentum PT in the range of 10 < PT < 60 GeV in the

mid-rapidity region lq| ; 0.8. The results are in agreement with QCD NLO

predictions with CTEQ6M parton distributions.

9.1 Introduction

The inclusive jet cross section is an essential quantity to test the prediction power of

QCD. Several improvements have been made from the previous measurement from

STAR [16]; the data size increased from 0.3 pb- 1 to 5.4 pb 1 ; while the previous

measurement used the TPC and only the west side of the BEMC (0 < 7 < 1), this

measurement uses the TPC and both sides of the BEMC (-1 < q < 1); accordingly,

the jet cone radius changed from 0.4 to 0.7, which is more suitable for the comparison

with QCD predictions; the range of the jet PT was slightly raised from 5 < Pr < 50

GeV to 11 < PT < 54 GeV.

The results are in agreement with QCD NLO predictions [31] with CTEQ6M

parton distributions [37]. This agreement assures that the measured inclusive jet ALL

can be interpreted in the framework of the QCD factorization with NLO perturbative

calculations. Furthermore, this agreement is a crucial step toward dijet measurement.
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Proton-Proton F = 200 GeV
Luminosity f Edt = 5.4 pb-

Cone Radius R = 0.7

As a function of PT 10 <PT <54 GeV
At the mid-rapidity -0.8 < r; < 0.8

Table 9.1: The parameters of the inclusive jet cross section measurement

The data were collected with the STAR detector during RHIC Run-6 (Section 5.1).

The events are selected by the BHT2 trigger and the BJP1 trigger (Section 5.6), and

timebins are used to select events occurring close to the IP (Section 5.7). The jets

are defined by a mid-point cone algorithm [30] as collections of energy deposits in the

BEMC towers and charged tracks left in the TPC (Chapter 6).

This chapter describes the measurement of the inclusive jet cross section and

compares the results and QCD NLO predictions. The cross section is calculated

in bins of PT. The binning is shown in Section 9.2. The calculation of the cross

section is described from Section 9.3 to Section 9.7. Section 9.8 discusses theoretical

predictions. Section 9.9 discusses how to interpret data points in wide bins. Section

9.10 shows the results and the comparison with QCD NLO predictions.

9.2 Binning and Phase Space Volume

The cross section is calculated in bins of PT. In general, narrower bins are preferred

since they offer better accuracy. However, at the same time, they require more statis-

tics. In this measurement, the bins are determined in such a way to balance accuracy

and statistics. The rate at which the PT distribution decreases is so rapid that a

suitable bin width becomes exponentially wider to accommodate low-rate high PT jet

events. The lower bin boundary pl' and the upper bin boundary pu for bin i follow
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the formula:

p = 5 x 1.109054-1,

up _low
PTi Ti+1'

Table 9.2 gives the bin boundaries for i = 1 to 25. The cross section is obtained for

bin i = 9 to bin i = 23, which correspond to 11.44 < PT < 54.06 GeV. The bins are

perhaps too wide for the cross section to be interpreted as a function of PT. Section

9.9 describes a way to interpret values in wide bins.

The values of the cross section are normalized to those per unit phase space

volume. Phase space volumes can be represented as 27rAPTAr7. 27r is for the azimuth.

The r, bin width is Arj = 0.8 - (-0.8) = 1.6. The PT bin widths APT are given in

Table 9.2 along with the phase space volumes.
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bin boundaries [GeV]
low

PT" PTpZ

1 5.00 5.55
2 5.55 6.15
3 6.15 6.82
4 6.82 7.56
5 7.56 8.39
6 8.39 9.30
7 9.30 10.32
8 10.32 11.44
9 11.44 12.69
10 12.69 14.08
11 14.08 15.61
12 15.61 17.31
13 17.31 19.20
14 19.20 21.30
15 21.30 23.62
16 23.62 26.19
17 26.19 29.05
18 29.05 32.22
19 32.22 35.73
20 35.73 39.63
21 39.63 43.95
22 43.95 48.74
23 48.74 54.06
24 54.06 59.96
25 59.96 66.49

width
APTr

0.55
0.60
0.67
0.74
0.83
0.91
1.02
1.12
1.25
1.39
1.53
1.70
1.89
2.10
2.32
2.57
2.86
3.17
3.51
3.90
4.32
4.79
5.32
5.90
6.32

volume
27rAPTLor

5.53
6.03
6.74
7.44
8.34
9.15

10.25
11.26
12.57
13.97
15.38
17.09
19.00
21.11
23.32
25.84
28.75
31.87
35.29
39.21
43.43
48.15
53.48
59.31
63.54

Table 9.2: The bin boundaries, the bin widths, and the phase space volumes of
p'r bins used in the inclusive jet cross section measurement.
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9.3 Calculation of the Cross Section

The inclusive jet cross section is calculated for each pr bin with the formula:

d2cx 1 1 1
J. (9.1)

27rdpTd7 - fLdt 27rAPTAq C

J: Detector-level jet yields

C: Correction factors

27rAPTA77: Phase space volume

f dt: Luminosity

The detector-level jet yields J are given in Table 6.5. The correction factors C are

determined in Section 9.4 and Section 9.5, and applied in Section 9.6 to estimate the

hadron-level jet yields:

J
K _ . Hadron-level jet yields. (9.2)

C*

In Section 9.6, the estimates of the hadron-level jet yields from the different timebin

sets and the different triggers are compared. The phase space volumes are given in

Table 9.2 of the previous section. The luminosity is obtained in Section 5.3. The

cross section in each pT bin is presented in Section 9.7.

9.4 The Correction Factors

As discussed in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, the hadron-level jets in the MC simulation

are defined, event by event, as collections of final state particles selected by the mid-

point cone algorithm, the same jet-finding algorithm that defines the detector-level

jets. In the data, on the other hand, the hadron-level jets have conceptually the

same definition as in the MC simulation; however, they cannot be searched for by

a jet-finding algorithm since the final state particles are not reconstructed. Instead,

the hadron-level jet yields are "unfolded" from the detector-level jet yields by using
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the MC simulation.

As the relation (9.2) implies, the correction factors C encapsulate the inverse of

the detector responses. The corrections are estimated in two stages: corrections for

the effects related to the jet PT measurement Cdet and corrections for the timebin

selections Ctb:

C = Ctb - Cdet. (9.3)

Ctb is simple and was evaluated using the number of MINB events in Section 5.7.

Major complexities are in Cdet, which is discussed in this and the next sections.

The Definition of Cdet

The correction factors Cdet correct for the effects accompanied by the measurement of

jet PT, including energy smearing, energy shift, trigger bias, and trigger efficiencies.

In other words, the correction factors Cdet relate the detector-level jet yields in a given

timebin set to the hadron-level jet yields in the same timebin set:

JDATA

KDATA _trg tb i
tAb = ctrg, tb (9.4)

det i

The labels "tb" and "trg" are added to emphasize that the timebin selections and the

trigger selections are applied. Although KtDATA does not depend on triggers, there are

different estimates of KtDA A for different triggers. This relation is similar to (9.2); the

difference is that the timebin selections are applied in RHS of (9.4) but not in RHS

of (9.2).

The Estimate of Cdet

The correction factors Ctfg,'tb are estimated from the MC events:

imc

Ctr t-b trg tb i (9.5)
MC i



9.4. The Correction Factors

As discussed at the beginning of Chapter 8, the results tend to be biased toward the

MC events. The data-MC agreement is an essential premise on which this bias is

minimized. Chapter 8 showed the extent of the agreement between the data and the

MC events at the detector level.

The Data-MC Comparison at the Hadron Level

It is important that the data and the MC events agree at the hadron level as well as

at the detector level. As a measure of the agreement the ratios ri between them are

defined in the following way:
KtDATA

tb i
KDAT

S KM  (9.6)tb i

The data and the MC events are separately normalized; the absolute value agree-

ment is unnecessary. In fact, the absolute values are not compared in the data-MC

The Ratis of the NormaIredHadon Level Jet Yls of Dataand MC

2.5 25
2.0 20
1.5... 1.5

1.0 1.0
0.5 0.5

2.5 + -2.5

22.0

1.515

1.0 1.0

0.5 0

20 3 40 50 20 30 05 20 30 40 50 20 ) 40 50

p" [GeV]

Figure 9-1: ri defined in (9.6) are shown as the blue rectangles. The widths of the
rectangles are the widths of the bins. The heights of the rectangles
indicate the statistical errors.
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comparison at the detector level in Chapter 8.

KtATA is a better estimate when ri is closer to unity. If the values of ri are unity

for all bins i, the detector response of the detector simulation to the estimates of the

hadron-level jet yields are the observed values of the detector-level jet yields. Figure

9-1 shows ri for each timebin set and for each trigger. By comparing the comparison

at the hadron level with the comparison at the detector level in Figure 8-2, it can be

said that the agreement at the hadron level is slightly poorer than at the detector

level.

9.5 Iterative Bin-by-bin Unfolding

The deviations from unity of the values for ri, shown in Figure 9-1, are corrected by

weighting the MC events by an iterative bin-by-bin unfolding method.

The Weights of the MC Events

The weights that correct the deviations from unity in Figure 9-1 are a function of the

hadron-level-jet PT and denoted as w(pyd). As in the formula (7.4), the MC events

are already weighted by two factors:

J M = w O . w (z)
Jtrg9t bi =ver(Z

pet Ei

Kti = , w b wi(Z).

had

The weights w(pTd) are the third factor:

Ktm = W -W Wt (Z) -W(Ppd). (9.8)
had Ei
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Jets in the MC events are weighted by W(pyd) both at the hadron level and the

detector level. The association established in Section 7.5 is used to apply the weights

w(pyd) at the detector level. When Ctrg tb was estimated for the first time in the

relation (9.5), the PT distributions were not corrected; therefore,

w(pTd (99)

The weights w(pyd) are iteratively built to correct the jet PT distributions of the MC

events so that the data and the MC events agree on the PT distributions at the hadron

level.

The 1st Iteration

The first iteration is the quantities calculated with no pT corrections: (9.9), (9.7),

(9.8), (9.5), (9.4), and (9.6). To stress the first iteration, index 1 is added:

(n Phad) W had)

jMC(n=1) . JMC
trg tb i - trg tb i

MC(n=l1) KMCStb tb

det i det i

KDATA(n=1) _.KDATAtbi tb i

r(n=l) i

The n-th Iteration

The n-th iteration starts with creating the weight w(n)(p'-"). First, the ratios from

the previous iteration r(n 1 ) are smoothed by cubic splines [36]:

r(n-1) V()hd(.0

Ssmooth (PT)

In each iteration, the weight is accumulated by this smoothed ratio v(n)(pyd)
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w(n)(pad) = v(n)(phad) . w(n-l)(phd). (9.11)

The weights W(n) (pad) correct only the PT dependence; therefore, the total number

of the hadron-level jet yields need to be retained while smoothing:

WO S '~ Wver (Z) -w(n- ) (phd) =O * q Wver(Z) -W (n) (p hd)

jhad* jii had E

This normalization condition is different from that of the vertex correction factors

(7.3). The vertex correction factor normalization retains the number of the gener-

ated events, not a jet yield. Another difference is that the vertex correction factors

are normalized for each MC production run. In contrast, in the normalization of

W(n) (pad), the jet yields from each MC production run can change as long as the

total hadron-level jet yields remain the same. The total number of the detector-level

jet yields are not retained because the efficiency of the jet detection changes as the

jet PT changes:

W4 - Wver(Z) - W ("~ 1 (ph") :, 5 - Wver(Z) - w (n)(phad).

i pr*tEi P detEi

After the weight W(n) (pad) for the n-th iteration is built, the hadron-level jet yields

are re-estimated from the re-weighted MC events. The calculations are the same as

the first iteration. The following is the formulae with the indices of the iterations in

the order of the operation.

First, the jet yields in the MC events are the sum of the products of the three

weights:
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" bn _r(z) (n)(p a) (9.12)
d Ei

Km n) w (Z) - W(n)(P

hadEi

Second, the correction factors are estimated as the ratios of the jet yields in the MC

events:

M C(n)

C(n)trg (b 1trg t) i 9.4
det 2 Kmc(n)~

tb i

Third, the hadron-level jet yields are estimated:

DATA(n)

DATA(n) - trg tb i (9.15)tb i (n)trg, tb(
Cdet i

Finally, the PT dependence of the results are compared with the MC events:

KDATA(n)tb i
DATA(n)

rn _ KmC(n) (9.16)
tb i

Ei Kt" if"

The iterations continue until the values of r "n are sufficiently close to unity.

The Implementation

The sums in (9.16) are taken for the bin 9 and above. During the smoothing of ri

in (9.10), ri for pr < 12.69 GeV and PT > 59.96 GeV is constrained to be 1. In this

implementation, v(n) (pad) is not a continuous function of pyd, but is binned in four

times finer bins than the bins for r ").

Five iterations are conducted. The correction factors obtained at the fourth itera-

tion and at the fifth iteration are nearly identical; C ~ C f. rn" and v(n+1)(phad)
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for n = 1, 2, 3,4 are plotted in from Figure 9-2 to Figure 9-5. Figure 9-6 and Figure

9-7 show how the correction factors change from iteration to iteration.
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Figure 9-3: The same as the Figr e9-Z for the timebin set 78.
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Figure 9-4: The same as the Figure 9-2 for the timebin set 789.
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Figure 9-5: The same as the Figure 9-2 for the timebin set 6789.
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Gunges inthe amsctian Fadnsforeaditeration
Me 4 iA
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Iteration

Figure 9-6: The correction factors C~J relative to the correction factors for the
first iteration Cdet(l) for each timebin set for each trigger for lower
PT bins. The higher pr bins are in the next figure.
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Figure 9-7: The same as the previous figure for higher pr bins.
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The Results

The correction factors at the forth iteration are used as the final correction factors.

Figure 9-8 shows the final correction factors. The values are given in Table 9.3 and

Table 9.4. Figure 9-9 shows the ratios (9.16) at the fourth iteration. By comparing to

Figure 9.6, it can be seen that the agreement between the data and the MC simulation

at the hadron level has been improved.

The Conection Factors

1

0.1 %0.1

10-2 ' 10-2

10- 10

104 10

Pr[GeV)

Figure 9-8: The correction factors Cdet
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BHT2 Timebin

pr [GeV] 8 78 789 6789

11.44-12.69 1.02e-03 9.71e-04 9.62e-04 9.10e-04
12.69-14.08 2.12e-03 2.02e-03 2.01e-03 1.95e-03
14.08-15.61 3.34e-03 3.43e-03 3.26e-03 3.22e-03
15.61-17.31 6.04e-03 6.18e-03 6.1 le-03 6.13e-03
17.31-19.20 9.44e-03 9.13e-03 9.37e-03 9.33e-03
19.20-21.30 1.38e-02 1.36e-02 1.36e-02 1.37e-02
21.30-23.62 2.15e-02 2.12e-02 2.07e-02 2.08e-02
23.62-26.19 3.34e-02 3.43e-02 3.24e-02 3.22e-02
26.19-29.05 4.83e-02 5.12e-02 4.82e-02 4.71e-02
29.05-32.22 7.80e-02 7.97e-02 7.95e-02 7.5le-02
32.22-35.73 9.56e-02 9.12e-02 9.72e-02 9.29e-02
35.73-39.63 1.30e-01 1.18e-01 1.33e-01 1.29e-01
39.63-43.95 1.43e-01 1.23e-01 1.37e-01 1.36e-01
43.95-48.74 2.16e-01 1.93e-01 2.06e-01 2.06e-01
48.74-54.06 2.75e-01 2.90e-01 2.68e-01 2.71e-01

Table 9.3: The correction factors Cdet for the BHT2 events.

BJP1 Timebin
pr [GeV] 8 78 789 6789

11.44-12.69 4.56e-04 4.32e-04 4.07e-04 3.81e-04
12.69-14.08 2.06e-03 1.91e-03 1.96e-03 1.84e-03
14.08-15.61 5.10e-03 5.15e-03 4.94e-03 4.85e-03
15.61-17.31 1.21e-02 1.22e-02 1.18e-02 1.17e-02
17.31-19.20 2.30e-02 2.26e-02 2.27e-02 2.23e-02
19.20-21.30 4.10e-02 4.22e-02 4.13e-02 4.11e-02
21.30-23.62 7.26e-02 7.41e-02 7.35e-02 7.37e-02
23.62-26.19 1.16e-01 1.14e-01 1.14e-01 1.12e-01
26.19-29.05 1.63e-01 1.58e-01 1.57e-01 1.53e-01
29.05-32.22 2.02e-01 1.91e-01 1.89e-01 1.83e-01
32.22-35.73 2.69e-01 2.54e-01 2.51e-01 2.43e-01
35.73-39.63 3.02e-01 2.79e-01 2.78e-01 2.69e-01
39.63-43.95 3.54e-01 3.21e-01 3.29e-01 3.22e-01
43.95-48.74 3.73e-01 3.53e-01 3.62e-01 3.55e-01
48.74-54.06 4.05e-01 4.04e-01 4.05e-01 4.00e-01

Table 9.4: The correction factors Cdet for the BJP1 events.
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9.5. Iterative Bin-by-bin Unfolding

The Ratisofdthe Normalzed Ha&on teMelJYledseDataand MC
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Figure 9-9: r defined in (9.16) are shown as the blue rectangles. The widthsz
of the rectangles are the widths of the bins. The heights of the
rectangles indicate the statistical errors.
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Chapter 9. Inclusive Jet Cross Section

9.6 Estimates of the Hadron-Level Jet Yield

The correction factors Ctb and Cdet are determined in Section 5.7 and Section 9.5,

respectively. With the relations (9.2) and (9.3), the hadron-level jet yields K =

J/(Ctb - Cdet) are estimated. They are given in Table 9.5 and Table 9.6.

The definition of the hadron-level jets does not involve a measurement since the

hadron-level jet yields are intrinsic to the collisions. Therefore, after the correction,

all dependence on the experimental conditions should vanish. For instance, from

Section 5.7, the analyses have been carried out for four timebin sets and two triggers

in parallel. The hadron-level jet yields K derived from different timebins and different

triggers are estimates of the same quantities.

Systematic effects of a measurement can be evaluated by comparing different es-

timates of the same quantities. Figure 9-10 compares the hadron-level jet yields K

estimated from the different timebin sets. Figure 9-11 compares the hadron-level jet

yields K estimated from the different triggers. The different timebins yield more con-

sistent results than the different triggers. In the tiembin comparison, the agreement

is around 3% at low PT, but worse (10-30%) at high PT. In the trigger comparison,

the agreement appears to be an oscillation with the amplitude around 20% and the

frequency roughly 1/25 GeV. The investigation of the cause of the oscillation might

lead to more accurate measurement.
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9.6. Estimates of the Hadron-Level Jet Yield

BHT2 Timebin

phad [GeV] 8 78 789 6789

11.44-12.69 1.626e+07 1.707e+07 1.666e+07 1.742e±07

12.69-14.08 6.687e+06 7.251et06 7.169e+06 7.386e+06

14.08-15.61 3.947e+06 3.802e+06 3.908et06 3.952e+06

15.61-17.31 1.830e+06 1.793e±06 1.803e+06 1.782e+06

17.31-19.20 1.002e+06 1.057e+06 9.957e+05 9.957e+05
19.20-21.30 5.412e+05 5.514e±05 5.481e+05 5.431e+05

21.30-23.62 2.572e+05 2.626e+05 2.671e+05 2.665e+05

23.62-26.19 1.153e+05 1.141e+05 1.227e+05 1.223e+05

26.19-29.05 5.775e+04 5.299e+04 5.487e+04 5.594e±04

29.05-32.22 2.133e+04 2.065e+04 2.060et04 2.157e+04

32.22-35.73 8.985e+03 9.483e+03 8.870et03 9.467et03

35.73-39.63 3.147e+03 4.024e+03 3.405e+03 3.461et03
39.63-43.95 1.282e+03 1.736e±03 1.619e+03 1.594e+03

43.95-48.74 4.412e+02 4.931e+02 4.935e+02 5.365e±02

48.74-54.06 1.249e+02 7.874e+01 9.320e+01 1.052e+02

Table 9.5: The estimates of the hadron-level jet yields Ki from the BHT2 events.

BJP1 Timebin

phad [GeV] 8 78 789 6789

11.44-12.69 2.088e+07 2.206e±07 2.223e+07 2.339e+07

12.69-14.08 8.676e+06 9.460e±06 8.880e+06 9.268e+06

14.08-15.61 4.424e+06 4.368e+06 4.439e+06 4.468et06
15.61-17.31 1.968e+06 1.948e+06 1.961e+06 1.964e±06

17.31-19.20 1.001e+06 1.019e±06 9.887e±05 9.996e+05
19.20-21.30 4.912e+05 4.737e+05 4.766e+05 4.748e+05

21.30-23.62 2.240e+05 2.221e+05 2.206e+05 2.170e+05
23.62-26.19 1.097e+05 1.093e+05 1.086e+05 1.089e+05
26.19-29.05 5.244e+04 5.392e+04 5.334e+04 5.418e+04

29.05-32.22 2.608e+04 2.744e+04 2.790e+04 2.828e+04

32.22-35.73 1.020e+04 1.088e+04 1.111et04 1.149e+04

35.73-39.63 4.065e+03 4.630et03 4.607e+03 4.805e+03

39.63-43.95 1.423e+03 1.588e+03 1.570e+03 1.542e+03

43.95-48.74 4.607e+02 4.904e±02 4.790e+02 5.026e+02

48.74-54.06 9.416e+01 8.932e+01 9.438e+01 9.227e+01

Table 9.6: The estimates of the hadron-level jet yields Ki from the BJP1 events.
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9.7. Measured Cross Section 127

9.7 Measured Cross Section

The formula for the inclusive jet cross section is expressed as a product of several

factors in the formula (9.1). All factors in the formula have been obtained. The

estimates of the hadron level jet yields are shown in the previous section. The phase

space volumes for each PT bin are given in Section 9.2. The luminosity is calculated

in Section 5.3.

Table 9.7 gives the measured cross section for each PT bin. As shown in the

previous section, the timebin difference is small while the trigger difference is large.

The timebin set 78 is used for the center values of the results. The cross sections

obtained from the two triggers are kept separate.

pr [GeV]

11.44-12.69
12.69-14.08
14.08-15.61
15.61-17.31
17.31-19.20
19.20-21.30
21.30-23.62
23.62-26.19
26.19-29.05
29.05-32.22
32.22-35.73
35.73-39.63
39.63-43.95
43.95-48.74
48.74-54.06

BHT2

2.517e+05
9.616e+04
4.581e+04
1.944e+04
1.031e+04
4.840e+03
2.086e+03
8.184e+02
3.416e+02
1.201e+02
4.980e+01
1.902e+01
7.406e+00
1.898e+00
2.728e-01

BJP1

3.253e+05
1.255e+05
5.263e+04
2.112e+04
9.939e+03
4.158e+03
1.765e+03
7.842e+02
3.476e+02
1.595e+02
5.714e+01
2.189e+01
6.775e+00
1.887e+00
3.095e-01

Table 9.7: Inclusive jet cross section 2rddpb/GeV]



Chapter 9. Inclusive Jet Cross Section

9.8 Theoretical Predictions

This section describes theoretical predictions of the inclusive jet cross section. In

QCD perturbative calculations, the correction of the next-to-leading order (NLO) in

a, to the leading order (LO) is sizable and is necessary to be taken into account in

order to make quantitative comparison with data. Furthermore, jets in perturbative

QCD are at the parton level while the measured cross section in the previous section

is at the hadron level. In order to make comparison with the data at the hadron

level, the effects of the hadronization and the underlying events are evaluated by MC

simulation.

9.8.1 QCD NLO Predictions

Figure 9-12 shows a QCD NLO prediction of the inclusive jet cross section and the

contributions from parton-level cross sections. The cross sections are calculated with

a program used in ref. [31]. with the CTEQ6M parton distributions [37]. As discussed

in Section 6.1, in QCD NLO, there are at most three partons in the final state (Figure

6-1). Jets are defined by small cone approximation (SCA) with cone radius 0.7. SCA

is a good approximation of jets with cone radius up to 0.7 [31]. 0.7 is used in the mid-

point cone algorithm in the definition of jets in the data. In the calculation, both the

renormalization scale and the factorization scale are y = pT. The scale uncertainty

is calculated by varying the scale from 0. 5PT to 2PT. The scale uncertainty is shown

in Figure 9-15.
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10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55

pT [GeV]

Figure 9-12: QCD NLO predictions of the inclusive
CTEQ6M parton distributions.

jet cross section with the

9.8.2 Hadronization and Underlying Event Corrections

The effects of the hadronization and the underlying events are evaluated by using the

MC events described in Chapter 7. The hadron-level jets and the parton-level jets in

the MC events are defined in Section 7.2. The correction factors CHAD are obtained

for each PT bin as the ratios of the cross section at the hadron level and at the parton

level.

CHAD 
=hadron

C parton

The correction factors CHAD are given in Table 9.8 and plotted in Figure 9-13.
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Chapter 9. Inclusive Jet Cross Section

PT [GeV] CHAD

9.30-10.32 2.27
10.32-11.44 2.08
11.44-12.69 1.92
12.69-14.08 1.57
14.08-15.61 1.35
15.61-17.31 1.16
17.31-19.20 1.10
19.20-21.30 1.06
21.30-23.62 0.99
23.62-26.19 0.97
26.19-29.05 0.95
29.05-32.22 0.94
32.22-35.73 0.93
35.73-39.63 0.92
39.63-43.95 0.92
43.95-48.74 0.92
48.74-54.06 0.89
54.06-59.96 0.89
59.96-66.49 0.84

Table 9.8: The hadronization and underlying
the MC events.
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Figure 9-13: The hadronization and underlying event corrections estimated with
the MC events.
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9.9 Data Points within Wide Bins

The formula (9.1),

2dPdi fCdt 21rAPTAq C

is used to calculate the differential cross section. As RHS indicates, the values for

the cross section are obtained in bins of pr and q with bin widths APT and Aq,

respectively. It is of interest to measure the cross section as a function of PT in a

specific rj range. The size of the 71 range is expressed as A77. It is not straightforward

to interpret the formula as a function of PT, especially when APT is large. Only in

the limit of ApT -* 0 is the formula exact as a function of PT. In order for the cross

section to be interpreted as a function of PT, each measured value for the cross section

needs to be associated with a value of pT, not a bin of pr. An appropriate way to

select a value of abscissa within a wide bin is suggested in ref [38].

If LHS of (9.1) is a function of pr, its integral over the pT bin divided by the bin

width APT is equal to RHS:

Plow+APT

1 d2u(PT) d 11

APT 2lrdp dyrd f dt 2WAPTA77 C
low

PT

In other words, a value in a PT bin is the mean value of the cross section in the PT

bin, which is not the same as the cross section at the mean value of PT in the PT bin.

If the cross section is monotonically decreasing as a function of PT, there is a value

pTW in a pr bin that satisfies the relation:

PlowAPT

d 2  (p 1-= f 2 (p dpT. (9.17)
27dpTdr (PT) ApT 2lrdpTdq

low
PT

The measured values for the cross section in PT bins represent the cross section at

PT = PThfm

This method requires a functional form for the cross section in order to find such
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Chapter 9. Inclusive Jet Cross Section

pT". The QCD NLO calculation in the previous section is used. Figure 9-14 shows

the QCD NLO calculation as a continuous function of PT and in the bins of PT. The

figure also shows the points that satisfy the relation (9.17). The values of p.w. are

given in Table 9.9.

10

1

10

9 10

.1

102

15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55

pr [GeV]

Figure 9-14: QCD NLO calculations of the inclusive jet cross section as a smooth
function of pr and in bins of pr. The vertical lines show where the
smooth curve intercepts the binned values.
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9.9. Data Points within Wide Bins

boundaries [GeV]

PT bin low up width center p"

9 11.44 12.69 1.25 12.06 12.04
10 12.69 14.08 1.39 13.38 13.35
11 14.08 15.61 1.53 14.85 14.80
12 15.61 17.31 1.70 16.46 16.41
13 17.31 19.20 1.89 18.25 18.20
14 19.20 21.30 2.10 20.25 20.18
15 21.30 23.62 2.32 22.46 22.38
16 23.62 26.19 2.57 24.91 24.82
17 26.19 29.05 2.86 27.62 27.52
18 29.05 32.22 3.17 30.64 30.51
19 32.22 35.73 3.51 33.98 33.83
20 35.73 39.63 3.90 37.68 37.51
21 39.63 43.95 4.32 41.79 41.59
22 43.95 48.74 4.79 46.34 46.09
23 48.74 54.06 5.32 51.40 51.08
24 54.06 59.96 5.90 57.01 56.60

Table 9.9: pIW.
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9.10 Results

The inclusive jet cross section in proton-proton collisions at fs = 200 GeV is mea-

sured as a function of jet PT in the region of 10 < PT < 54 GeV and IJ/ < 0.8. The

detector effects are evaluated using MC simulation. The results are compared to a

QCD NLO prediction with corrections for the effects of the hadroninzation and the

underlying events. Figure 9-15 shows the results compared with the theory prediction.

Figure 9-16 shows the ratios (data - theory)/theory for each PT bin. Approximately

8% of uncertainly due to the uncertainly of the luminosity is not shown in the figures.

Because the PT dependence is steeply decreasing, the uncertainty of the cross section

is very sensitive to systematic uncertainty of the jet energy scale. For example, 5%

of the jet energy scale uncertainty results in 30% of the cross section uncertainty at

20 GeV and 60% at 40 GeV.

The measured cross section, while decreasing more than 6 orders of magnitude

with PT, is in agreement with the theory. The agreement is better for the BJP1

events than for the BHT2 events. In Chapter 8, the agreement in the data-MC

comparison is also better for the BJP1 events. This might be an indication that the

results form the BJP1 events are more reliable than those from the BHT2 events.

The ratios in Figure 9-16 appear to be oscillating. The oscillations of both trig-

gers seem to have the same wave length but not in phase. The BHT2 events have

greater amplitude. These oscillations might have been introduced in the process of

the analysis, such as the unfolding.

The cross section is measured up to PT = 54 GeV. The upper PT range is limited

by the upper trigger ET cut applied in section 5.6. The upper PT range can be

extended by raising or removing the upper trigger ET cut if background events can

be discriminated from the signal by some means.

This is the first inclusive jet cross section result using both sides of the BEMC of

the STAR detector. The agreement with a theory calculation is important to interpret

the inclusive jet ALL within a framework of QCD factorization. The agreement is also

important for dijet cross section and dijet ALL.
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Figure 9-15: The inclusive jet cross section in proton-proton collisions at xSG =
200 GeV from RHIC Run-6 data compared to a theoretical predic-
tion. The cross section measured from samples of the BJP1 and
BHT2 events are shown by the circles and the triangles, respec-
tively. The vertical lines on the data points indicate the statistical
errors. Approximately 8% of uncertainly due to the uncertainly of
the luminosity is not shown. Systematic uncertainly is expected to
be 20 to 40%. The band shows the theoretical prediction, which is
calculated by NLO perturbative QCD with the CTEQ6M parton
distribution. The theory calculation is corrected for the effects of
hadroninzation and underlying events. The height of the band in-
dicates the size of the renormalization and the factorization scale
uncertainty.
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Figure 9-16: The comparison of the measured inclusive jet cross section and the
QCD NLO prediction: (data - NLO)/NLO. The QCD NLO predic-
tion is corrected for the effects of hadroninzation and underlying
events. The ratios are taken bin by bin. The horizontal lines on
the data points show the bin widths. The vertical lines on the data
points indicate the statistical errors. The band shows the scale
uncertainty on the theoretical calculation.
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Chapter 10

Dijet Definition

Section 6.1 showed that jets are defined at three different levels: the parton level, the

hadron level, and the detector level. Jets can be reconstructed only at the detector

level in the data, whereas, in the MC simulation, jets are reconstructed at all three

levels. Chapter 6 described the parts of the jet definition common to all three levels

and those specific to the detector-level jets. In Section 7.2, the jet definition specific

to the hadron-level jets and the parton-level jets in the MC simulation was described.

This chapter defines dijets. Like jets, dijets are defined at the three levels; dijets

are reconstructed only at the detector level in the data and at all three levels in the

MC simulation.

10.1 Dijet Reconstruction

At most a single pair of jets per event is defined as a dijet. Dijets are defined as

the two leading-pr jets of events. However, this definition does not uniquely define

dijets in events which contain three or more jets. As in Chapter 6 and Section

7.2, jet reconstruction involves several selections after jets are defined by a jet-finding

algorithm. Which pair of jets is defined as a dijet depend on the order of the operations

of the jet selections and the dijet definition. For example, suppose an event contains

three jets: jet A, jet B, and jet C in descending order of PT before any selection is
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Chapter 10. Dijet Definition

applied, and jet A and jet C meet the condition of a selection but jet B does not.

If the selection is applied before a dijet is defined, jet A and jet C become a dijet.

However, if a dijet is defined first, the pair of jet A and jet B is the candidate for

a dijet, but the selection rejects jet B, as a result, no dijet is defined in the event.

Therefore, it is necessary to specify the order of the operations in order to define

dijets unambiguously.

10.1.1 Detector Level

In the definition of the detector-level jets in Chapter 6, the selections which are

described from Section 6.4 to Section 6.7 are applied in the order of the sections.

After the neutral energy ratio cut in Section 6.5 is applied, two leading PT jets are

selected as dijets. If neither one of the two jets is a trigger jet, which is defined in

Section 6.6, no dijet is defined in the event. In other words, dijets are required to

contain at least one trigger jet.

10.1.2 Hadron Level and Parton Level

At the hadron level and the parton level, as described in Section 7.3 and Section 7.4,

only the jet q cut is applied after jets are reconstructed. Two leading PT jets are

selected before this cut is applied.

10.1.3 Definitions of Jet 3 and Jet 4

Jets in a dijet system are numbered for convenience of reference. As the numbers 1

and 2 are reserved for two incoming protons, the numbers 3 and 4 are used to refer

outgoing jets. Of the two jets of a dijet system, the jet with larger y is defined as jet

3, and the jet with smaller q is defined as jet 4:

<4 <13-
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10.1. Dijet Reconstruction

In other words, jet 3 is in the west side, and jet 4 is in the east side.

Jet 3 The jet in a dijet system with larger y.

Jet 4 The jet in a dijet system with smaller q.

10.1.4 Definitions of Same Side Jets and Away Side Jets

A detector-level dijet contains at least one trigger jet. If only one jet is a trigger jet,

the jet is called the same side jet. If both jets are trigger jets, the jet that triggered

with higher ET is the same side jet. The other jet is called the away side jet. These

names are relevant for only at the detector level.

The definition of dijets and the definitions of same side jets and away side jets

have several consequences. If an event triggered both a BHT2 event and a BJP1 event

and is a dijet event for the both triggers, the same pair of jets are always the dijet

for both triggers. It is not possible that different two jets are selected as a dijet for

different triggers. However, it is possible that the same side jet and the away side jet

are flipped for the two triggers. It is possible that an event caused the both triggers,

and the event is a dijet event for one trigger but not for the other.

Same side jet The jet in a dijet system which is a trigger jet. If both jets are

trigger jets, the jet that caused trigger with higher ET.

Away side jet The jet in a dijet system which is not the same side jet.

10.1.5 Definition of Dijet Four-momenta

Four-momenta of dijets are defined as the four-vector sum of the two jets:

pdijet - P3 - P4-
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Chapter 10. Dijet Delinition

This definition is common to all three jet levels. In this definition, the dijet invariant

mass is:

M = Vmd + m + 2 m 3 + p mi + p?4 cosh(r/3 - 4) - 2PT3PT4 cos(0 3 - y'4).

If jet mass is ignored:

M = V2p p?,4 (cosh(r/3 - r/4) - cos(V 3 -

10.2 Phase Space

Section 6.7 specified the phase space of the inclusive jet measurement. This section

specifies a phase space of the dijet measurement. A relevant phase space is the one

in which dijet production can be both experimentally measured and theoretically

predicted. Table 10.1 gives the phase space of the dijet measurement.

The PT cuts are asymmetric because a QCD NLO calculation has little prediction

power of dijets cross section and ALL with symmetric PT cuts. The r7 cuts are applied

for the detector acceptance. The Ir/3 - r/4| cut is necessary for both jets to be in

the acceptance at the same time. The AV cut is applied to select back-to-back dijet

events.

max(pT) > 10.0 GeV
min(pT) > 7.0 GeV
-0.8 < r7 < 0.8

|7/3 - r41 < 1.0
|AV| > 2.0

Table 10.1: Phase space of the dijet measurement
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10.3 PT Balance (Detector Level)

Dijets with balanced PT are selected,

away

0.73 < PT <1.1.
~ psame -

PT

PT-balanced dijets are more likely to carry momentum closer to that of parton level

than do unbalanced jets. Figure 10-1 and Figure 10-2 show level plots of the dijet PT

balance and the selection.

In QCD hard collisions, the sum of PT of outgoing partons are zero if transverse

momenta of initial states are ignored. In QCD NLO calculation, if all outgoing partons

from the hard collisions, the number of which is at most three, are included in a dijet

system, this dijet has balanced PT. The hadron level jets moderately lose the balance

due to soft effects such as underlying events and momentum outside the cone radius.

If PT of a reconstructed dijet system is not balanced, this dijet is likely to have lost

much parton-level kinematic information or not the dijet system which corresponds

to the parton-level dijets.
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Jets' pT of Dijets and the Prbalance Cut (BHT2)
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Figure 10-1: Level plots of same side jet Pr distributions and away side jet Pr
distributions in sixteen different dijet mass ranges for the BHT2
events. The shaded area indicates the Pr-balance cut.
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10.3. PT Balance (Detector Level)

Jets' pr of Dijets and the Prbalance Cut (BJP1)

5<0 0 005 10'

0 20 40 0 20 40 0 20 40

20 0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30

Same Side Jot pT [GeV]

0 20 40 60

0 10 20 30

Figure 10-2: Level plots of same side jet pr distributions and away side jet Pr
distributions in sixteen different dijet mass ranges for the BJP1
events. The shaded area indicates the pr-balance cut.
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Chapter 10. Dijet Definition

10.4 Dijet Yields

Table 10.2 gives the reconstructed dijet yields in each timebin set for each trigger.

BJP1 BHT2
Mjj [GeV] Timebin 8 78 789 6789 8 78 789 6789

12.70-18.80 9 22 34 46 38 85 107 132
18.80-24.00 912 1880 2415 3033 1079 2202 2711 3283
24.00-28.60 2237 4587 5748 7087 1035 2098 2610 3196
28.60-32.50 2181 4475 5691 7077 664 1308 1625 2023
32.50-36.00 1927 3850 4832 5866 453 920 1136 1367
36.00-40.90 2052 4171 5273 6470 426 859 1081 1316
40.90-46.70 1629 3279 4202 5195 278 613 785 961
46.70-53.60 1071 2128 2729 3349 234 438 552 690
53.60-62.00 618 1206 1543 1855 149 284 358 437
62.00-72.20 230 456 601 742 71 140 164 199
72.20-84.50 58 141 175 212 22 52 68 85
84.50-99.60 13 21 28 38 7 8 15 20

Table 10.2: The reconstructed dijet yield in each Mjj bins and timebin set for
each trigger.
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10.4. Dijet Yields

Figure 10-3: An example of dijet events. This event triggered both a BJP1 event
and a BHT2 event. The shaded area indicates the location of the
triggered jet patch. The tower 4223 is triggered with ET = 8.03
GeV. The two circles are the radius of the reconstructed jets. In
this dijet event, the same side jet is the same jet for both triggers;
the away side jet is track dominated. The away side jet is jet 3,
and the same side jet is jet 4. The away side jet has higher pr than
the same side jet.

7143060, 1184
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Dijet Definition

Figure 10-4: An example of dijet events.
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Chapter 11

Data - MC Comparison of Dijets

Charger 8 compared the inclusive jets in the data and the MC simulation. It was

found that overall the MC simulation well reproduced the inclusive jets in the data

except some minor discrepancies. The agreement was better for the BJP1 than for

the BHT2.

This chapter compares dijets in the data and the MC simulation. As the data-

MC agreement of the inclusive jets is a premise of the inclusive jet cross section

measurement, the data-MC agreement of the dijets is a premise of the dijet cross

section measurement.

Before comparing the properties of dijets, jet multiplicities are compared as a

connection between inclusive jets and dijets. The vertex correction factors of the MC

events are re-calculated with the dijet events. After properties of the away side jets

and the same side jets are compared, kinematic variables of dijets are compared.
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Chapter 11. Data - MC Comparison of Dijets

11.1 Jet Multiplicity

A jet multiplicity is the number of jets in an event. The jet multiplicity distribution is

measured as a function of the trigger jet pr, which implies an event needs to contain

at least one trigger jet. Other jets do not have to be trigger jets but need to satisfy

the criteria of the selections based on the detector q and the neutral energy ratio

described in section 6.4 and section 6.5. The jet multiplicity is a variable that relates

the inclusive jets and the dijet events.

Figure 11-1 and Figure 11-2 show the jet multiplicities as a function of trigger jet

PT in the data and the MC simulation, respectively. The data and the MC events

have similar tendency. Most events are either mono-jet events or two-jet events; the

fraction of two-jet events increase with trigger jet PT. There are small fraction of

three-jet events.
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11.1. Jet Multiplicity
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Figure 11-1: Jet multiplicity as a function of trigger jet PT in the data.
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Figure 11-2: Jet multiplicity as a function of trigger jet pr in the MC simulation.
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Chapter 11. Data - MC Comparison of Dijets

11.2 Vertex Corrections of the MC events

In Section 7.6, the MC events are re-weighted so that the jet events in the data

and the jet events in the MC simulation have the same vertex distributions for each

timebin selection. Vertex correction factors are re-calculated so that the dijet events

in the data and the dijet events in the MC simulation have the same vertex distri-

butions. The vertex correction factors for the dijet events (Figure 11-3) are nearly

identical to those for the inclusive jet events (Figure 7-6). Figure 11-4 and Figure

11-5 demonstrate that with the vertex corrections the data and the MC events have

approximately the same vertex distributions.

Vertex Correction Factors for the MC Dijet Events

0.55

1.5 :, --- - , .
1.01.0
05.

-120 0 120 -120 0 120 -120 0 120 -120 0 120
Vertex z (cm]

Figure 11-3: The vertex correction factors for the dijet events for each timebin
set and trigger.
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11.2. Vertex Corrections of the MC events

THe Ratio of the Dijet Event Vertex Distributions between Data and MC (BHT2)

Vertex Correction
yes no

-60 -20 20
Vertex z [cm]

Figure 11-4: The ratio of the vertex distributions between data and MC with
and without the vertex corrections for the BHT2 events.
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Data - MC Comparison of Dijets

THe Ratio of the Dijet Event Vertex Distributions between Data and MC (BJP1)
Vertex Correction

yes - no

-0 -20 20 -60 -20 20 -60 -20 20 -60 -20 20 -60 -20 20
Vertex z [cm]

Figure 11-5: The ratio of the vertex distributions between data and MC with
and without the vertex corrections for the BJP1 events.
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11.3. Away Side Jets

11.3 Away Side Jets

As defined in Section 10.1, the away side jets do not have to be trigger jets. Therefore,

the away side jets are not a subset of the jets which are compared in Chapter 8, nor

a subset of the jets used in the inclusive jet cross section measurement in Chapter 9.

The transverse momenta PT and the neutral energy ratios RT of the away side jets

are compared.

11.3.1 Transverse Momentum PT

Figure 11-6 shows the PT distributions of the away side jets. The BHT2 events

and the BJP1 events have quite different p'r dependence. This differs from the PT

distribution of the inclusive jets in Figure 8-1, in which both trigger events have

similar PT dependence. In the pr distribution of the inclusive jets in Figure 8-1, after

the peak, the rate at which the distribution decreases becomes smoothly faster. In

contrast, in the PT distribution of the away side jets in Figure 11-6, the way in which

the distribution decreases appear to be more involved.

The Pr distribution can be seen as the sum of two distributions. The two distri-

butions are for the away side jets with PT larger than the pr of the same side jets and

those with smaller PT. The asymmetric PT cut, discussed in Section 10.2, causes these

two samples to have different pT distributions. The peak of the higher distribution is

around 19 GeV. This peak is evident for the BJP1 events and subtle for the BHT2

events. The lower peak is around 13 GeV for the BJP1 events and around 10 GeV

or below for the BHT2 trigger.

Figure 11-7 shows the ratios (data-MC)/MC. The agreement is better for the

BJP1 events (10% - 20%) than for the BHT2 events (30% - 40%). One point around

19 GeV, which is the location of the second peak, sticks out toward the MC simulation

for all timebin sets ind both triggers. This indicates that the two distributions are

better distinguished in the MC simulation than in the data.
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Figure 11-6: The Pr distributions of the away side jet yield of the dijets for each
timebin set and each trigger. In each panel separately, the MC
distributions are normalized so that the total yields at Pr above 12
GeV are the same as the jet yields in the data.
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The Data-MC Comparison of the Dijet Away Side Jet pr Distributions
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Figure 11-7: The data-MC comparisons of the away side jet pr distributions for
each timebin set and each trigger. The MC events are scaled in the
same way as described in Figure 11-6.
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Chapter 11. Data - MC Comparison of Dijets

11.3.2 Neutral Energy Ratio RT

The neutral energy ratio RT is defined in Section 6.5. Figure 11-8 shows the RT

distributions of the away side jets in the data and the MC events. As discussed in

Section 7.3, since the away side jets are little trigger biased, the peak is around one

third independent of energy. The BJP1 events are in better agreement than in the

BHT2 events.

The Dijet Away Side Jet Neutral Energy Ratio RT

Data E MC 0

0.15 -
0.10

0.05

0.00 44

0.15

0.10 -

0.05

0.00 7

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Neutral Energy Ratio RT

Figure 11-8: The data-MC comparison of the neutral energy ratio of the away
side jets of the dijets in three different Mjj bins and for each trigger
for the timebin set 6789. The distributions are separately normal-
ized in each panel.
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11.4. Same Side Jets

11.4 Same Side Jets

Same side jets are defined in Section 10.1. The same side jets are a subset of the jets

used in the inclusive jet cross section measurement and a subset of the jets which are

compared in Chapter 8.

11.4.1 Transverse Momentum PT

Figure 11-9 shows the PT distributions of the same side jets in the data and the MC

events. Like the PT distributions of the away side jets, the PT distributions are the

sum of the two distributions. The contribution from the higher-Pr distributions are

larger for the same side jets than for the away side jets because the same side jets are

more likely to have larger-pT than the away side jets. Figure 11-10 shows the ratios.

The agreement are better than for the away side jets.
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Figure 11-9: The pr distributions of the same side jet yield of the dijets for each
timebin set and each trigger. In each panel separately, the MC
distributions are normalized so that the total yields at PT above 12
GeV are the same as the jet yields in the data.
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The Data-MC Comparison of the Dijet Same Side Jet pr Distributions
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Figure 11-10: The data-MC comparisons of the same side jet pr distributions
for each timebin set and each trigger. The MC events are scaled
in the same way as described in Figure 11-9
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Chapter 11. Data - MC Comparison of Dijets

11.4.2 Neutral Energy Ratio RT

Figure 11-11 shows the data-MC comparison of the neutral energy ratio RT of the

same side jets. The data and the MC events are in agreement. The agreement is

better for the BJP1 events than for the BHT2 events. The same side jets have a

trigger bias. The bias is larger for the BHT2 events than for the BJP1 events.

The Dijet Same Side Jet Neutral Energy Ratio RT

Data m MC *

0.2

0.1

0.0

0.2

0.1

0.0
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.2 OA 0.6 0.8 1.0

Neutral Energy Ratio RT

Figure 11-11:

0.2 04 0.6 0.8 1.0

The data-MC comparison of the neutral energy ratio of the same
side jets of the dijets in three different Mjj bins and for each trig-
ger for the timebin set 6789. The distributions are separately
normalized in each panel.
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11.5. The Dijet Kinematics

11.5 The Dijet Kinematics

This section compares dijet kinematic distributions. The distributions of the invariant

mass Mjj, the average pseudo-rapidity q = (q3+ 74)/2, the pseudo-rapidity difference

Aq = 73 - 74, the angle between two jet axes AV in the V are compared.

The 77, A77, and AV comparisons are carried out in three different invariant mass

ranges. In these comparisons, the distributions for each trigger and each timebin set

are separately normalized so that the data and the MC events have the same dijet

yields. The same normalizations are used for all invariant mass ranges.

11.5.1 Invariant Mass M

Figure 11-12 shows the distributions. The invariant mass Mjj is important for the

data-MC comparison. The cross section is measured as a function of this variable.

Like the PT distributions of the away side jets and the same side jets, the Mjj distri-

butions are the sum of two different distributions. Figure 11-13 shows the ratios. the

agreement is better for the BJP1 than for the BHT2.
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Chapter 11. Data - MC Comparison of Dijets

The dijet M distributions
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Figure 11-12: The invariant mass Mjj dependency of the dijet yield. The MC
yields are scaled so that the yield becomes the same as the data

for Mjj above 24 GeV.
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11.5. The Dijet Kinematics 165

The data-MC comparison of the dijet Mi distributions

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
MA [GeV]

Figure 11-13: The data-MC comparison of the dijet invariant mass distributions.
The MC are normalized in the way described in Figure 11-12.



Chapter 11. Data - MC Comparison of Dijets

11.5.2 Average Pseudo-Rapidity r/

The average pseudo-rapidity q
1
2

is compared. This variable y is equal to the rapidity which boosts from the laboratory

frame to the center of mass frame of the parton-level interaction and proportional to

the logarithm of the ratio of x1 and x2 :

1 x2
= -log -.

2 x1

Figure 11-14 shows the dijet average y distributions in the data and the MC

simulation for each trigger in the three different Mjj ranges for the timebin set 6789.

Figure 11-15 shows the ratios (Data-MC)/MC. The MC simulation well reproduces

the average y dependence of the data.
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Figure 11-14: The average pseudo-rapidity 1 of the dijet events in the data and
the MC simulation for each trigger in three different Mjj ranges
for the timebin set 6789.
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11.5. The Dijet Kinematics 167

The data-MC comparison of the dijet q distributions
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Figure 11-15: The data-MC comparison of the average pseudo-rapidity q depen-
dence.
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168 Chapter 11. Data - MC Comparison of Dijets

11.5.3 Pseudo-Rapidity Difference Air

The pseudo-rapidity difference

A 7 = q3 - N

is compared. The pseudo-rapidity difference at the parton level is twice of the rapidity

of the parton 3 in the center of mass frame of the parton-level interaction:

1
2

Figure 11-16 shows the dijet pseudo-rapidity difference A7 distributions in the data

and the MC simulation for each trigger in the three different Mj ranges for the timebin

set 6789. Figure 11-17 shows the ratios (Data-MC)/MC. The Aq cut is not applied in

the figures. The agreement is better for the BJP1 events than for the BHT2 events.

The dijet lAnI distributions
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Figure 11-16: The pseudo-rapidity difference Ai of the dijet events in the data
and the MC simulation for each trigger in three different Mj
ranges for the timebin set 6789. The Aq cut is not applied.
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11.5. The Dijet Kinematics

The data-MC comparison of the djet |AI distributions
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Figure 11-17: The data-MC comparison of the pseudo-rapidity difference A7
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170 Chapter 11. Data - MC Comparison of Dijets

11.5.4 Azimuth Ap

The distributions of the angles between the two jets on the <p plane is compared.

Figure 11-18 shows the <p distributions in the data and the MC simulation for each

trigger in the three different Mjj ranges for the timebin set 6789. Figure 11-19 shows

the ratios (Data-MC)/MC. The agreement is not as good as the comparisons. The

dijets in the MC simulation are more back-to-back than the dijets in the data.

The dijet qkpl distributions
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Figure 11-18: The Ap of the dijet events in the data and the MC simulation for
each trigger in three different Mjj ranges for the timebin set 6789.



11.5. The Dijet Kinematics

The data-MC comparison of the dijet |Al distrbutions
BJP1 0 BHT2 A

lAtpI

Figure 11-19: The data-MC comparison of the <p dependence.
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Chapter 12

Dijet Cross Section

The dijet cross section is measured using a data sample of 5.4 pb' in proton-

proton collisions at v/s = 200 GeV. The cross section is measured at the mid-

rapidity Ir/| < 0.8 as a function of dijet mass Mjj in the range of 25 < Mjj < 100

GeV. The results are in agreement with QCD NLO predictions with MRST

2004 parton distributions.

12.1 Introduction

The dijet cross section provides an essential test of the QCD factorization and per-

turbative QCD calculations. This measurement is indispensable for extracting the

polarized gluon distribution of the proton from the longitudinal double spin asym-

metry ALL of dijet production, which is the subject of Chapter 13. The dijet cross

section in proton-proton collisions is measured for the first time at RHIC. In Chapter

9, it is shown that the measured inclusive jet cross section is in agreement with QCD

NLO predictions. This chapter shows that the measured dijet cross section is also in

agreement with QCD NLO predictions.

The dijet cross section is obtained from the dijet yields at the detector level in

nearly the same way in which the inclusive jet cross section is obtained from the

detector-level jet yields in Chapter 9. The structure of this chapter is nearly identical

to that of Chapter 9.
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Chapter 12. Dijet Cross Section

Proton-Proton
Luminosity

Cone Radius

As a function of mass

Phase Space

ls = 200 GeV
f Ldt = 5.4 pb-
R = 0.7

25 GeV < Mjj < 100 GeV

max(pr) > 10.0 GeV
min(pT) > 7.0 GeV
-0.8 < 17 < 0.8

|A171 < 1.0
|AIpl > 2.0

Table 12.1: The parameters of the dijet cross section measurement

12.2 Binning and Phase Space Volume

The dijet cross section is calculated in bins of dijet mass Mjj. The Mjj bins are

determined so as to balance accuracy and statistics. Due to scarcity of low Mjj dijet

events in the MC simulation, the bins are wide at the low Mjj range as well as the

high Mjj range. The bins are narrow in the mid Mjj range; the narrowest bin is bin

5. The lower bin boundary MOw and the upper bin boundary M for bin i follow

the formula:

M w {36 {2 - (1 + 0.01 (21 + (9/16)(6 - i)))}(8/17)(-i)

36 - {1 + 0.01 (20 + (10/16)(i - 6))}(8/17)(i-6)

Mj~p jj= 1.

for 1 < i < 6

for 7 < i < 14

Table 12.2 gives the bin boundaries for i = 1 to 13. The cross section is measured

for bin 3 to bin 12, which corresponds to 24.0 < Mjj < 99.6 GeV. The phase space

volume can be written as AMjA?73 AT/4. AMjj is a Mjj bin width. AL3 A7 4 is the area

on the q3 - 74 plane covered by the 77 cuts: -0.8 < q < 0.8 and IAq| < 1.0, which is

equal to 2.2.
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12.3. Calculation of

bin
i

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

boundaries [GeV]
A4~p

12.7 18.8
18.8 24.0
24.0 28.6
28.6 32.5
32.5 36.0
36.0 40.9
40.9 46.7
46.7 53.6
53.6 62.0
62.0 72.2
72.2 84.5
84.5 99.6
99.6 118

width

A Mjj

6.1
5.2
4.6
3.9
3.5
4.9
5.8
6.9
8.4
10.2
12.3
15.1
18.4

volume

AMjjA773A?74

13.42
11.44
10.12
8.58
7.70
10.78
12.76
15.18
18.48
22.44
27.06
33.22
40.48

Table 12.2: The bin boundaries, the bin widths, and the phase space volumes of
Mjj bins used in the dijet cross section measurement.

12.3 Calculation of the Cross Section

The calculation method is similar to the one used in the inclusive jet cross section

measurement in Chapter 9. The invariant mass Mjj of dijets and the transverse

momentum pr of inclusive jets are similar in that both are a measure of the "hardness"

of the hard interactions and the cross section rapidly decreases with these variables.

The dijet cross section is calculated for each Mjj bin with the formula:

d3 a 1 1 1
dMjjd7d?74 f Ldt AMjjA7 3 A?74 C

J:

C:

A MJA3AN4:

f Edt:

(12.1)

Detector-level dijet yields

Correction factors

Phase space volume

Luminosity

The detector-level dijet yields are given in Table 10.2. The correction factors are

obtained in the following two sections. The phase space volume is shown in the

previous section. The luminosity, which is common to all cross section measurements,

is given in Section 5.3.
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Dijet Cross Section

12.4 The Correction Factors

As discussed in Section 9.4, the correction factors C are the products of the two

correction factors:

C = Ctb - Cdet- (12.2)

Ctb, which corrects for the effect of the timebin selections, is common to all final state

and is determined in Section 5.7. Cdet is estimated in the next section.

12.5 Iterative Bin-by-bin Unfolding

Cdet is determined by the iterative bin-by-bin unfolding, which is explained in Section

9.5. The quantities that are calculated in each iteration follow.

In the first iteration, no weight is applied to correct the Mjaj distribution:

W("- j(M ad) = 1. (12.3)

In the second iteration and after, the weight w(n)(Mad) is built by smoothing the

ratios r "n from the previous iteration:

(n-i)r. (n) had

smooth J I

w(n)(Mjad) = V(n)(Mad) . w(n-)(MIjad).

(12.4)

(12.5)

While smoothing, the total number of the dijet yield at the hadron level is retained:

S - Wver(z) - w("-)(MJjad) = 5
M Ei

WO - Wver(z) - w(n)(M ad

MhadEi
jJE

The dijet yields at the detector level and the hadron level are the sums of the product

of the three weights:
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12.5. Iterative Bin-by-bin Unfolding

J" WO w wtb(z) - w(n)( Mad) (12.6)~rg tb i - Y, ver

M~j
M i

C(n) = (z) . w(n)(Mhad (12.7)
MhadEij i

The correction factors Cdet are estimated from the MC events:

MC(n)

CC")tr tb - tg tb . (12.8)det i Mc(n)
tb i

Then the hadron-level dijet yields are:

DATA(n)
DATA(n) _ trg tb i
tb i C(n)trg, tb

det i

The hadron-level dijet yields in the data and in the MC simulation are compared:

KDATA(n)tb i

(n) j KDATA(n)
'r()_E Kt i .(12.10)

KMC(n)tb i

Ei K MC(n)

The sums in (12.10) are taken for the bin 3 and above. During the smoothing of

r ") in (12.4), r ") for Mj < 24.0 GeV and Mjj > 99.6 GeV is constrained to be 1. In

this implementation, (") (jad) is not a continuous function of M ad, but is binned

in four times finer bins than the bins for r"

Figure 12-1 shows ri for the first iteration, i.e., no correction is made to the Mjj

distribution. In the BJP1 events, ri is already close to unity. In the BHT2 events, ri

is somewhat larger than unity for high Mjj.

Figure 12-2 to Figure 12-5 show ri and v+ (Mjjad) for n = 1, 2, 3, 4. As ri for

the BJP1 events is close unity from the beginning little correction is made. The Mjj

distributions for the BHT2 are corrected except for the timebin 8. The smoothing

did not work well for the timebin 8 in the BHT2 events.
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Figure 12-6 shows how the correction factors change from iteration to iteration.

The correction factors did not change much after the second iteration.

The Raliosof the Nrmizd Hadon Level DijetYieldsof Datand MC

25 25

2.0 2.0
15 15
1.0

0.5 05

2.02.

1.0 J
0.5 4+4A

4 60 D 40 60 10
hadN% [GeVJ1

Figure 12-1: r defined in (12.10) are shown as the blue rectangles. The
widths of the rectangles are the widths of the bins. The heights of
the rectangles indicate the statistical errors.
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12.5. Iterative Bin-by-bin Unfolding

The Ratios and the Weights for the next iteration (Teimn =8)
Rai Weigh

40 60 801 00 40 60 80 100

Mh"' [GeV]

Figure 12-2: The bigger rectangles (blue) show the ratios r "). The heights of
the rectangles indicate the statistical errors. The small rectangles
(red) are v(n+ 1)(M '). This figure is for the timebin 8 and the
following figures are the same for the other timebin sets.

1he Ratosandthe Weghtsi rthexttrom (Tein=8)
at WiMh

4r,

40 60 80 100 40 60 80 100 40 60 80 100

M' [GeV]

Figure 12-3: The same as the Figure 12-2 for the timebin set 78.
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2d

40 60 80 100 0 6 80 100 40 60 100 40 6080 100

Md[G3eV]

Figure 12-4: The same as the Figure 12-2 for the timebin set 789.

The Ratlas and theWeightsfor the nextiteration (limebIn=6789)
Nol - w*gh

40 60 0 100 40 80 100 40 60 0 100

M' [G6V]

Figure 12-5: The same as the Figure 12-2 for the timebin set 6789.
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12.5. Iterative Bin-by-bin Unfolding

Changes in the Correcaon Faorsfor each Ieration
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Figure 12-6: The correction factors C~'2 relative to the correction factors for the
first iteration C for each timebin set for each trigger.det
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Figure 12-7 shows the correction factors determined by the iteration bin-by-bin

unfolding. Table 12.3 and Table 12.4 give the values.

Figure 12-8 shows ri for the fourth iteration. The agreement becomes better for

the BHT2 events except for the timebin 8.
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12.5. Iterative Bin-by-bin Unfolding

BHT2 Timebin
Mj [GeV] 8 78 789 6789

24.00-28.60 9.14e-04 8.78e-04 8.64e-04 8.33e-04
28.60-32.50 1.90e-03 2.02e-03 1.89e-03 1.90e-03
32.50-36.00 3.05e-03 3.08e-03 3.05e-03 3.03e-03
36.00-40.90 5.60e-03 6.03e-03 5.88e-03 5.93e-03
40.90-46.70 8.80e-03 8.86e-03 8.59e-03 8.37e-03
46.70-53.60 1. 18e-02 1. 19e-02 1. 13e-02 1. 13e-02
53.60-62.00 1.92e-02 1.90e-02 1.90e-02 1.86e-02
62.00-72.20 2.73e-02 2.65e-02 2.65e-02 2.59e-02
72.20-84.50 3.78e-02 3.82e-02 3.69e-02 3.64e-02
84.50-99.60 4.85e-02 4.98e-02 4.95e-02 4.90e-02

Table 12.3: The correction factors Cdet for the BHT2 events.

BJP1 Timebin
Mjj [GeV] 8 78 789 6789

24.00-28.60 1.70e-03 1.74e-03 1.69e-03 1.73e-03
28.60-32.50 5.08e-03 5.32e-03 5.15e-03 5.19e-03
32.50-36.00 1.25e-02 1.24e-02 1.20e-02 1. 18e-02
36.00-40.90 2.72e-02 2.69e-02 2.66e-02 2.60e-02
40.90-46.70 4.32e-02 4.24e-02 4.17e-02 4.03e-02
46.70-53.60 6.59e-02 6.57e-02 6.44e-02 6.31e-02
53.60-62.00 8.70e-02 8.70e-02 8.58e-02 8.46e-02
62.00-72.20 9.69e-02 9.79e-02 9.63e-02 9.51e-02
72.20-84.50 9.71e-02 9.55e-02 9.40e-02 9.20e-02
84.50-99.60 9.12e-02 9.02e-02 8.90e-02 8.76e-02

Table 12.4: The correction factors Cdet for the BJP1 events.
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The Raiosof the Nomlied Hadmn ieel DIjetYeldsof Baand MC

10 Q 60 0

Mr [GeV]

Figure 12-8: r~,4) defined in (12.10) are shown as the blue rectangles. The
widths of the rectangles are the widths of the bins. The heights of
the rectangles indicate the statistical errors.
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12.6 Estimates of the Hadron-Level Dijet Yield

The hadron-level dijet yields K = J/Ctb -Cdet are estimated. J, Ctb, and Cdet are given

in Table 10.2, Table 5.5, Table 12.3, and Table 12.4. The estimates of the hadron-

level dijet yields are given in Table 12.5 and Table 12.6 for different timebin sets and

different triggers.

BHT2 Timebin
Mjd [GeV] 8 78 789 6789

24.00-28.60 4.32e+06 4.54e+06 4.45e+06 4.56e+06
28.60-32.50 1.34e+06 1.23e+06 1.26e+06 1.27e+06
32.50-36.00 5.67e+05 5.68e+05 5.48e+05 5.37e+05
36.00-40.90 2.90e+05 2.71e+05 2.71e+05 2.64e+05
40.90-46.70 1.21e+05 1.32e+05 1.34e+05 1.37e+05
46.70-53.60 7.55e+04 6.99e+04 7.16e+04 7.28e+04
53.60-62.00 2.96e+04 2.85e+04 2.78e+04 2.80e+04
62.00-72.20 9.94e+03 1.00e+04 9.10e+03 9.13e+03
72.20-84.50 2.22e+03 2.58e+03 2.71e+03 2.78e+03
84.50-99.60 5.51e+02 3.06e+02 4.46e+02 4.85e+02

Table 12.5: The estimates of the hadron-level dijet yields Ki from the BHT2
events.

BJP1 Timebin
Mjja'd [GeV] 8 78 789 6789

24.00-28.60 5.02e+06 5.02e+06 5.00e+06 4.89e+06
28.60-32.50 1.64e+06 1.60e+06 1.62e+06 1.62e+06
32.50-36.00 5.90e+05 5.92e+05 5.93e+05 5.91e+05
36.00-40.90 2.88e+05 2.94e+05 2.92e+05 2.96e+05
40.90-46.70 1.44e+05 1.47e+05 1.48e+05 1.54e+05
46.70-53.60 6.20e+04 6.16e+04 6.24e+04 6.31e+04
53.60-62.00 2.71e+04 2.63e+04 2.65e+04 2.61e+04
62.00-72.20 9.06e+03 8.85e+03 9.18e+03 9.28e+03
72.20-84.50 2.28e+03 2.80e+03 2.74e+03 2.74e+03
84.50-99.60 5.44e+02 4.42e+02 4.63e+02 5.16e+02

Table 12.6: The estimates of the hadron-level dijet yields Ki from the BJP1
events.
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As discussed in Section 9.6 for the inclusive jet cross section measurement, the

difference among the hadron-level dijet yields estimated from different timebin sets

and different triggers is related to systematic effects of the measurement. Figure 12-9

compares the estimates from the different timebin sets, and Figure 12-10 compares the

est-images from the different triggers. The different timebins yield more consistent

results than the different triggers.

1.4 1.4
1.2 imebin=8

Timebin 78

1.0 Timebin -789

Timetn n 6789
0.8

M [GeV]

Figure 12-9: The comparison of the hadron-level dijet
different timebin sets.

yields estimated from the
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Figure 12-10: The comparison of the hadron-level dijet yields estimated from
the different triggers.
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12.7 Measured Cross Section

Table 12.7 gives the measured cross section of the dijet production for each Mjj bin.

As in the inclusive jet cross section measurement, the cross sections obtained from

the two triggers are kept separate. The timebin set 6789 is used.

Mjj [GeV] BHT2 BJP1

24.00-28.60 8.326e+04 8.922e+04
28.60-32.50 2.733e+04 3.491e+04
32.50-36.00 1.288e+04 1.417e+04
36.00-40.90 4.520e+03 5.079e+03
40.90-46.70 1.977e+03 2.222e+03
46.70-53.60 8.856e+02 7.681e+02
53.60-62.00 2.798e+02 2.608e+02
62.00-72.20 7.517e+01 7.644e+01
72.20-84.50 1.896e+01 1.871e+01
84.50-99.60 2.698e+00 2.867e+00

dea
Table 12.7: Dijet cross section dd 3 d

d Mj j d3dr/4
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12.8 Theoretical Predictions

This section describes theoretical predictions of the inclusive jet cross section. As for

the inclusive jet cross section in section 9.8, the dijet cross section is calculated by

next-to-leading order perturbative QCD and corrected for the effects of hadronization

and underlying events evaluated by the MC simulation.

12.8.1 QCD NLO Predictions

Figure 12-11 shows a QCD NLO prediction of the dijet cross section and the contri-

butions from parton-level cross sections.

QCC)NLO
IDijet cross Sqotion

104 pp 200 GeV

1013
ConeRadhis 0.7

102 J maxp10GeVmIn(pT>7GeV J

102

m 1

I D -CD-NL-

total

Cone Rais9 .maxPr)> 1 GemnP) e
- 0. a<08|A|< .

70 80

M [GeV)

Figure 12-11: QCD NLO predictions of the dijet cross
2004 parton distributions [39] .

section with the MRST
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12.8.2 Hadronization and Underlying Event Corrections

The effects of the hadronization and the underlying events are evaluated by using

the MC events. Table 12.8 gives the correction factors, which are plotted on Figure

12-12.

Mjj [GeV] CHAD

18.80-24.00 1.19
24.00-28.60 2.20
28.60-32.50 2.00
32.50-36.00 1.78
36.00-40.90 1.49
40.90-46.70 1.40
46.70-53.60 1.31
53.60-62.00 1.25
62.00-72.20 1.15
72.20-84.50 1.09
84.50-99.60 1.07

Table 12.8: The hadronization
the MC events.

and underlying event corrections estimated with

Had. and UE. Correction
for Dijet crosecton
inpp§200GeV

11= -

20 40 60 80
M [GeVJ

Figure 12-12: The hadronization and underlying event corrections estimated
with the MC events.
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12.9 Data Points within Wide Bins

The values M "- that satisfy the relation:

dao- 1
d 3ad(Mdk " ) = 1

dMjd'q3d?4 33 A Mjj

M "Jo+AMijj

d3U(Mjj)

dMjjdq3d?4
MiloJJ

are obtained. These values represent the invariant mass Mjj for the measured cross

section in each bin as discussed in the inclusive jet cross section measurement in

Section 9.9. QCD NLO predictions of the dijet cross section as a function of Mjj and

in bins of Mj are plotted in Figure 12-13. The values for MJ - are given in Table

12.9.

10
M W

1

30 40 50 60 70 80 90

M [GeV]

Figure 12-13: QCD NLO calculations of the dijet cross section as a smooth func-
tion of Mj and in bins of Mjj. The vertical lines show where the
smooth curve intercepts the binned values.
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boundaries [GeV]
Mj bin low up width center M "

3 24.00 28.60 4.60 26.30 26.10
4 28.60 32.50 3.90 30.55 30.46
5 32.50 36.00 3.50 34.25 34.34
6 36.00 40.90 4.90 38.45 38.33
7 40.90 46.70 5.80 43.80 43.74
8 46.70 53.60 6.90 50.15 50.26
9 53.60 62.00 8.40 57.80 57.44

10 62.00 72.20 10.20 67.10 66.72
11 72.20 84.50 12.30 78.35 77.83
12 84.50 99.60 15.10 92.05 90.99

Table 12.9: MW
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12.10. Results

12.10 Results

The dijet cross section in proton-proton collisions at vf = 200 GeV is measured as

a function of dijet invariant mass Mjj at the mid-rapidity Jrj| < 0.8. The measured

cross section is corrected for the effects of the detector by using MC simulation. The

results are compared to a QCD NLO prediction with corrections for the effects of the

hadroninzation and the underlying events. Figure 12-14 shows the results compared

with the theory prediction. Figure 12-15 shows the ratios (data - theory)/theory for

each Mjj bin. Approximately 8% of uncertainly due to the uncertainly of the lumi-

nosity is not shown in the figures. Because the Mjj dependence is steeply decreasing,

the uncertainty of the cross section is very sensitive to systematic uncertainty of the

jet energy scale. For example, 5% of the jet energy scale uncertainty results in 40%

of the cross section uncertainty at 40 GeV and 80% at 80 GeV.

The measured dijet cross section is well described by in the framework of the

QCD factorization with next-to-leading perturbative QCD calculations. This implies

that measured ALL as well can be interpreted in the same theoretical framework and

suggest ways to constrain the polarized gluon distributions from dijet ALL-
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30 40 50 60 70 80 90
MD [GeV]

Figure 12-14: The dijet cross section in proton-proton collisions at /si = 200
GeV from RHIC Run-6 data compared to a theoretical prediction.
The cross section measured from samples of the BJP1 and BHT2
events are shown by the circles and the triangles, respectively. The

vertical lines on the data points indicate the statistical errors.

Approximately 8% of uncertainly due to the uncertainly of the

luminosity is not shown. Systematic uncertainly is expected to be

40 to 80%. The band shows the theoretical prediction, which is

calculated by NLO perturbative QCD with the MRST 2004 parton

distribution. The theory calculation is corrected for the effects

of hadroninzation and underlying events. The height of the band

indicates the size of the renormalization and the factorization scale

uncertainty.
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BJP1
BHT2

Scale Uncertainty

Data-NLO Coarson of Oljet Cross Secton

pp @200 GeV
Cone Radius = 0.7

max(p)> 10 GeV, rnin(pr)>7 GeV
-0.8',< <0. .M~I < 1.0, JAp>.2.0
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Figure 12-15: The comparison of the measured dijet cross section and the QCD
NLO prediction: (data - NLO)/NLO. The QCD NLO prediction is
corrected for the effects of hadroninzation and underlying events.
The ratios are taken bin by bin. The horizontal lines on the data
points show the bin widths. The vertical lines on the data points
indicate the statistical errors. The band shows the scale uncer-
tainty on the theoretical calculation.
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Chapter 13

Dijet Longitudinal Double Spin

Asymmetry ALL

The longitudinal double spin asymmetry ALL of the dijet production in polar-

ized proton-proton collisions at Vsi = 200 GeV at the mid-rapidity ljq 5 0.8

is measured. The ALL is measured as a function of the dijet invariant mass

Mjj. The results are compared with QCD NLO predictions based on various

parametrizations of polarized gluon distributions of the proton. The results are

inconsistent with large gluon polarization and expected to lead to a constrain

on the polarized gluon distribution.

13.1 Introduction

The longitudinal double spin asymmetry ALL of the dijet production in polarized

proton-proton collisions is sensitive to the polarized gluon distribution of the proton.

The dijet ALL is measured for the first time. The dijet ALL is measured as a function

of the dijet invariant mass Mjj in the range of 25 GeV < Mjj < 100 GeV at the

mid-rapidity 171 < 0.8.

Chapter 12 described the dijet cross section measurement and showed that the

results are well described by a QCD NLO calculation. This implies that the QCD

NLO has a prediction power of the production of the dijets with jets defined by the

mid-point cone algorithm with cone radius R = 0.7 in proton collisions at the center

of mass energy fi= 200 GeV. The dijet ALL is measured from the same data sample
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Longitudinally Polarized Proton-Proton
Center of Mass Energy fi = 200 GeV

Luminosity f Ldt = 5.4 pb-1
Average Polarization P = 58%

Cone Radius R = 0.7
Dijet Mass Range 25 GeV < Mj < 100 GeV

Phase Space max(pT) > 10.0 GeV
min(pT) > 7.0 GeV
-0.8 < i < 0.8

IA77| < 1.0
jArp| > 2.0

Table 13.1: The parameters of the dijet longitudinal double spin asymmetry ALL
measurement.

and compared with predictions of QCD NLO calculated from variety of models of the

polarized gluon distribution.

13.2 Calculation of ALL

Spin Bits

The following spin bits are used to indicate the spin states of the initial protons.

Spin Bit Yellow Blue

5 ± +
6 - +
9 + -

10 - -

+: Spin up
-: Spin down

The Definition of ALL in the Measurement

In this measurement, the ALL is defined by the formula:

E PyPB{(N 5 + Nio) - R 3 (No + N6 )
^'LL

E PyPB{(N + Nio) + R3 (N9 + N6 )}
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13.3. False Asymmetries

Py, PB:

R3 :

N5 , N6 , N9 , Ni o:

Polarization

Relative luminosity

Spin sorted yields

If the luminosity were the same for all spin states and the polarization were 100%,

ALL would be merely an asymmetry of the spin sorted yields {(N 5 + N6 ) - (No +

Nio)}/{(N + N6) + (N + Nio)}. The relative luminosity R3 = (E5 + E1)/(E4 + L6),

which is shown in Section 5.4, corrects for the asymmetry due to the luminosity

difference. Py and PB are the polarizations for the Yellow beam and the Blue beam

respectively. The polarizations are given in Section 5.5. The asymmetry of the spin

sorted yields is smaller than the ALL if protons are not perfectly polarized, which is

corrected for by the polarizations PyPB. The spin sorted yields are given in Table

13.2 and Table 13.3.

BHT2
Mjj [GeV]

20.00-30.01
30.01-48.83
48.83-85.92

N5

1275
941
185

Spin Sorted Yields
N6  N9  Nio

8 12516 12658 12776
5 9184 9127 9239
8 1875 1809 1911

Table 13.2: The spin sorted yields of dijet events for the BHT2

BJP1 Spin Sorted Yields
Mjj [GeV] N5  N6  No Nio

20.00-30.01 62990 62424 62140 62951
30.01-48.83 44827 44287 44064 44386
48.83-85.92 5078 4967 4921 5027

Table 13.3: The spin sorted yields of dijet events for the BJP1 trigger

13.3 False Asymmetries

Four false asymmetries which should vanish are calculated for a systmetic check of

the data.

trigger
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13.3.1 Single Spin Asymmetries

The single spin asymmetries are spin asymmetries when only one of the proton beams

is polarized. The single spin asymmetries for each beam are obtained by summing up

the spin sorted yields for the other beam. The single spin asymmetry for the Yellow

beam can be written as

YB E Py{(N + N) - R1 (N + Nio)}

E Py{(N + N9 ) + R1 (N + Nio)}'

and for the Blue beam

BB PB{(N5 + N6) - R2 (N + No)}
AL EB2 P{(N5 + N6 ) + R2 (N9 + Nio)}

Figure 13-1 and Figure 13-2 show the single spin asymmetries for each fill. Figure

13-3 and Figure 13-4 the single spin asymmetries as a function of the invariant mass

Mjj.
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Figure 13-1: The single spin asymmetry for the Yellow beam AfB for each fill
for each trigger.
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Figure 13-2: The single spin asymmetry for the Blue beam ABB for each fill for
each trigger.
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Figure 13-3: The single spin asymmetry for the Yellow beam AYB as a function
of the dijet invariant mass M for each timebin set for each trigger.
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Figure 13-4: The single spin asymmetry for the Blue beam ABB as a function of

the dijet invariant mass Mj for each timebin set for each trigger.
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13.3.2 Wrong-Sign Spin Asymmetries

Two wrong-sign spin asymmetries are defined as follows. The like-sign asymmetry is

s-_ E PYPB(N - R 4 N 10 )

ALL PP(N 5 + R4 N10 )

The unlike-sign spin asymmetry is

u.s PYPB(R6N 9 - R 5 N 6 )

Z PyP(R6N + R5N6 )

Figure 13-5 and Figure 13-6 show the wrong-sign spin asymmetries for each fill.

Figure 13-7 and Figure 13-8 show the wrong-sign spin asymmetries as a function of

the dijet invariant mass M .
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Figure 13-5: The like-sign spin asymmetry A' for each fill for each trigger.
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Figure 13-6: The unlike-sign spin asymmetry Au~ for each fill for each trigger.
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Figure 13-7: The like-sign spin asymmetry A' as a function of the dijet invari-
ant mass Mjj for each timebin set for each trigger.
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Figure 13-9 show the total asymmetries for the four false asymmetries for each

timebin set and each trigger.
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Figure 13-9: Dijet false asymmetries.
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13.4 The Invariant Mass

209

Mjj shift

The invariant mass shift from hadron level to detector level is evaluated with MC

sample. The hadron-level jets and the detector-level jets are associated in the way

described in Section 7.5. Table 13.4 gives the shifts and Figure 13-10 shows the

distributions of the shifts. The Invariant Mass Mj shifts are small.

AMjj = Mdet - Mhad

MJet Ajj 6(zAMjj)

Timebin = 8
20.00-30.01 -0.824 0.905
30.01-48.83 0.823 1.111
48.83-85.92 3.934 0.299

Timebin = 78
20.00-30.01 -1.255 0.830
30.01-48.83 0.037 1.067
48.83-85.92 3.961 0.282

Timebin = 789
20.00-30.01 -1.045 0.828
30.01-48.83 0.620 1.038
48.83-85.92 3.952 0.277

Timebin = 6789
20.00-30.01 -1.243 0.780
30.01-48.83 0.127 1.006
48.83-85.92 3.991 0.269

Table 13.4: The invariant mass Mjj shift.
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13.5 Results

Figure 13-11 shows the double longitudinal spin asymmetry ALL for dijet production

in polarized proton-proton collisions at VF/ = 200 GeV as a function of dijet mass Mjj

in the mid-rapidity region r; < 0.8.

The results are consistent with the next-to-leading perturbative QCD prediction

with the DSSV polarized parton distributions. The results are consistent the inclusive

jet ALL-
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Mh [GeV]

Figure 13-11: The double longitudinal spin asymmetry ALL for the dijet pro-
duction as a function of dijet mass Mjj in polarized proton-proton
collisions at V/~ = 200 GeV from RHIC Run-6 data. The vertical
bars on the data points indicate the size of the statistical errors.
The horizontal bars on the data points indicate the bin widths.
The data points are plotted at the mean values of Mjj of the events
in the bins. Predictions of next-to-leading perturbative QCD with
various models of the polarized gluon distributions are shown.
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Conclusion

It has not been successful to describe the proton spin in terms the spin and orbital

motions of quarks and gluons. Polarized deep inelastic scattering has shown that the

quark spin carry only a fraction of the proton spin. It was suggested by theorists

that the gluon spin and the orbital motions of quarks and gluons carry the rest of the

proton spin.

The double longitudinal spin asymmetry ALL in polarized proton-proton collisions

has been measured for various final states at RHIC in order to investigate the gluon

polarization inside the proton. The results of inclusive measurements, including the

inclusive jet ALL, suggested a possibility of the small gluon spin contribution AG.

In this thesis, dijet ALL is shown along with the dijet cross section and the inclusive

jet cross section. The cross sections are in agreement with the QCD NLO predictions,

which provides the interpretation of ALL. The dijet ALL is compared with the QCD

NLO predictions based on a variety of models of the polarized gluon distribution.

The result also supports the possibility of the small gluon contribution AG.

So far, the data from RHIC have probed only a limited range of x. It is possible

that gluons with small-x or even large-x carry a large fraction of the proton spin. It is

possible to extend the range of x with jet measurement at STAR. So far the jet ALL

has been measured only at the mid-rapidity |q| < 1 with the BEMC. Extending the

analysis to include the endcap EMC, which covers 1 < 77 < 2, corresponds to probe
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smaller-x. The STAR detector has a calorimeter at further forward area: FMS, which

covers 2.5 < q < 4.0. Jet measurement with FMS might be challenging, however

neutral pion measurement with FMS can extend the range of x even smaller. The

present ALL measurements have been carried out with 200 GeV collisions. Data have

been collected with higher energy 500 GeV also. Results of analyses of the data are

expected to probe smaller-x.

An advantage of the dijet is its sensitivity to parton-level kinematics. In this

thesis, the dijet ALL was measured as a function of the dijet invariant mass. This is

a relevant choice of variable for the first measurement of dijets. However the dijet

invariant mass is not an optimal variable to probe the proton structure. It is desirable

to measure dijet ALL in terms of variables which have more direct relations with the

parton-level interactions: such as average q, which is an estimate of the boost to the

CM frame of the parton-level interaction: A7, which has a simple relation with the

scattering angle of the parton-level interaction: and estimates of xi and x 2.

In order to determine the parton-level kinematics in proton-proton collisions, it is

necessary to estimate momenta of both outgoing partons. Dijets are a natural choice

of final states to measure in order to observe the parton-level interactions whose final

states are quarks and gluons. Measuring the parton-level interactions whose final

states are particles which are not subject to confinement might make estimating the

parton-level kinematics easier. For example, in Drell-Yan processes, the final states

are leptons. Measuring the momentum of leptons is simpler than measuring the jet

momentum. However, since gluons do not participate in Drell-Yan processes, this

channel is not useful to probe gluons in the proton. In the photon-jet production,

photons can be measured as photons, so it might be easier to determine the parton-

level kinematics with this channel. Direct photons are produced only from gluon-

gluon collisions or quark-gluon collisions, therefore the photon-jet production is an

ideal channel for probing gluons, especially for large-x. In contrast, dijet production

in large-x region is dominated by quark-quark interactions.

The gluon contribution has been little constrained from polarized deep inelastic
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scattering since all pDIS experiments have been target experiments. pDIS in a collider

provides better data for probing the polarized gluon distribution. With collider pDIS,

it will be possible to measure the structure function gi(x, Q2) in the wide range of

Q2, which might make it possible to extract polarized gluon distribution from the Q2

evolution of gi(x, Q2). In collider pDIS, it is easier to observe hard interactions in

which gluons are directly involved. Dijet production in a collider pDIS provides an

access to the polarized gluon distribution with parton-level kinematics.
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